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Computer
transition
a cause for
many UNI
problems

Dean Scales discusses twelve-hours for Student Teaching with t he Council of Chairman. Natalie
Pickering, one of the init iat ors of t he proposal is t o the right of Scales. [Photo by Ann F. Holda]

.

Chairinen reconimend more
credit fo r student tea ching

.,

by Ann F . Holda
Last Monday, the Council of
Chairman of t he College of
Education voted almost unanimously to recommend to
the College Educational Policy
Committee (CEPC) to raise the
hours granted for student
teaching from nine to twelve
hours worth of credit beginning in the fall 1977 trimester.
The student teaching would be
five full days alo n g with
seminars .

the entire program, they
with various reasons behind
suggest that you do not take
them. They contacted Presiany other course in addition to
dent William ' s office and
student teaching. The ISSC
requested an interview apwill only give you full coverage
pointment with him. Several
tuition if it is your last
hours later his secretary called
trimester, and you need the
and said that a petition was
hours to graduate. Seeing the
not necessary, and that they
need of the financial aid - should send a memo to Dean
students, and comparing stuScales in the College of
dent teaching internships with
Education, and that he ~ould
other departmen t internships,
be the one responsible to act
Natalie and Carol decided to
on the memo.
do something.
The memo was sent Novem' They began a petition to
ber 2, and on December 3,
increase the hours to twelve
(Cont'd on page 3)

A few years back , when the
Council raised the hours from
six to nine, they had considered raising the hours to
twelve, but decided to wait
and see what happened. Although the Council was talking about changing the hours,
nothing definite was bein g
done, until two students began
D .O.D's Race Relation Instiby Larry Brittan
questioning the nine hours of
tute. Why? T he exposure has
T
he
Sociology
Department
credit.
broug h t negative political reand the UNI Administration
Those two students_ are
percussions upon Dr. Betances
are trying to fire Dr. Dan
Natalie Miller and Carole
from
various sectors of the
Stern
because
he
exposed
the
Pickering, both of whom work
Puerto Rican Independe n ce
fact that Dr. Samuel Betances
for the Financial Aid Office
Movement . T he 11).0vement
worked as a race relations
and are Education majors.
clearly
told B eta nces that
consultant
for
the
Department
They began to see the
working
for
the Department of
of
Defense
(D
.O.D.
),
revealed
-problems Financial Aid recipiDefense -and supporting t he
the name of those studen ts
ents were having with the nine
Independence movement are
who filed grievances concernhours granted for student
,incompatible,
and as a result,.
ing
Betances
and
allegedly
teaching. BEOG, SEOG, and
Betances
resigned
on May 3,
obstructed
t
he
Sociology
DeNDSL all require full time
1976.
partment,
t
he
College
of
Arts
status to i;eceive the full time
Stern's alleged misbehavior
award, (twelve or more hours). · and Sciences and Northeastern
is
really an excuse to convert
Ill.
University
with
his
geneIf, you are only enrolled for
the
Hearings into an anti-comrally
disruptive
behavior.
nine hours you could only .
munist crusade. Dr. Stern is a
Stern has apologized to
receive three fourths of the
Marxist and hi s witnesses
those students whose names
award. Since the Education
he
revealed,
while
Betances
Departments consider Student
(Cont'd on page 5)
has since resigned from the
Teaching an essential part of

Stern case still a big
qu~stion to some

compu ter system, which would
by Ann F. Holda
change the way the university
You may have noticed that
does business with the state.
there seems to be problems
Each school in the Co-op has
with the compu ters , and you
it's own terminals through
may be interested to know
which information is fed into
that this time, Northeastern is
the computer cen_ter. The
not directly responsible. Many
Center is maintained by BOG
students did not receive a bill
and SCT employees, the
for the fall_ trimester, and some
terminals by UNI employees .
received three bills. This is due
Here a t Northeastern , Mr.
to the new compu ter system.
Mark Hansen, an employee of
T h e system which began
SCT is helping in the transiimplementation last s pring
tional period, and implementaconsists of two separate parts
tion of the new program. Due
wruch were designed to be
to the complexity of the
coordinable. One system,
system, there are many books
called Integrated Student Information System ISIS, is in
(Cont'd on page 3)
charge of class sched uling,
registration, grading, and oth:
er student records. The other
system IBIS, Integrated Business Information System is in
charge of tuition bills, Club's
Budget information, and all
other business related functions. Both systems have been
dsigned by SCT, a computer
company hired by the Board of
by Ann F. Holda
Governors (BOG). ISIS has
Registration and Add/ Drop
been satisfactorily used on
procedures will be different for
other campuses nationally, and
the winter 1977 trimester. Due
IBIS is relatively new.
to the new computer system,
. The · decision to change the
changes had to be made. The
computer system at NortheastBusiness Office is not ready t9
ern came in 1974, when the
send out the tuition bills which
BOG chose SCT to · design
normally include the clas.s
programs for Northeastern ,
schedule. On Wednesday, DeChicago State, and Governor's
cember 8, 6,760 student scheqState which would be operated
ules were mailed. Each student
from a main computer center,
who has pre-registered should
named the Co-Operative Comreceive
copy of . their
puter CenterL located in Elmschedule. On Monday, Tueshurst. Northeastern was
chosen as the pilot for the day, and Wednesday, December 13, 14, and 15 students will
three schools, and is the first
have an opportunity to make
to b egin u se of the new
p rogram. Although Nort heast- cha nges in t heir schedule by a
ern was chosen · as the pilot,
mini add/ drop period. This will
be held from 9:00 to 5:30 in
both Governor's State, and
the Student Union Building,
Chicago State h ave begu n
implementation of the n ew (Commuter Center), room CC
program, and are not en- 217. Tr.is will give the student
counter ing t h e number of an · opportu-nity to mak e
problems that Northea stern changes within their schedule,
has. The decision to switch to before billipg ,takes p lace .
a new compu ter system was · After this mini add / d rop
the result of an outdated period, the student's schedule
computer system which was will be read by the computer,
designed to handle a much and tuition bills will be mailed.
smaller student enrollmen t , Tuition bills are expected to be
and also conform to the new mailed over t h e Christmas
st ate requirements. The state break, and will be due with ·no
at the time was implementing penalty on or before January
a new and very complex
(Cont 'd on page 5)

Changes for
Winter

Drop/Add

a
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letters

l

.Jakk.,
.. 1 s

I

TO THE EDITOR:
realize how parliamentary proOn the December 3rd edition cedure works and further , how
of the Print, in the section ~ · fair and ~nbiased trial is
"Letters to the Editor," there condu.cted , let· me illucidate.
appeared a letter from Joseph The vote of the Senate was
E. Ferris. In his remarks, he tjnly to impeach, not to judge
indicts the senate's action . on ~r remove the president of the
the impeachment of the Stu- Senate. The charged individual
dent Senate President.
i~ supposed to receive the list
It appears that Mr. Ferris oif charges , that ,w ill be
should first be acquainted with lirought against him , with
t he student ConstitutiOIJ (copy, . spff~ci~ 1t;: tii_ne . to prepare a .
of which is · readily ·available to • defef1se'.· I might add, that the
any interested student in the Senate President would have
Student Government Office) r~ceived a list of all cl;1arges, in
and wit h Robert's Rules of vtriting, from me before the
Order, before he starts making 8i~ tual trial, which was supposcharges against those 9f us e,d to be held on Monday,
that are doing the job our Ibecember 6, but due to the
fellow students elected us to · rlesignation of the Student
do.
$enate Pr:esident, there was no
It is obvious that if 18 out of i\ecessity to hold. The reason
21 senators · present at the
~hat I would have given the
meeting, voted to impeach,
President the charges in
that they did so because there
}Vriting, is that according to
were valid reasons to do so. I
Robert's, Rules of Order, as
am sure, speaking for myself '.m aker of the motion, I became
and other senators with whom 1in reality the prosecutor. I
I have spoken, that we would ;would furt~er inform Mr.
not have acted as we did, had '. Ferris that had the trial been
there not been cause to do so, • held, it would have been held
r.7sP,~c!ajly,,wh7iJ.. t,~i,s ~<;tii:m is
l in executive session with only
unprecedented at UNI.
, t he student office~s and senaIn case Mr. Fe.ri;i~ .,9pes11 't .,' tors. pres_1lnt, again accord'mg
'' ~ l

-

,

PRINT the official campus newspaper serv ir.g
Northeast;rn Illinois University, 5500 N. St. Louis Ave ..
Chicago, Ill., 60625 , is published each Friday during the
regular academic year.
DEADLINE for submitting material is Tuesday 12:00
noon for the following Friday's issue. All copy must be
typed . Late copy or material that does not conform in the
standards set forth .under PRINT publication policy, at
their discretion , any letters ' to the editor, announcem_e nts,
articles , classifieds, photos, ads, or other submitted
material for publication, will not be accepted.
PRINT editors have sole authority governing all material
submitted for publication. The editors of PRINT reserve
the right to edit copy. Editing implies that editors need not
accept all submitted material for publication. Good
journalistic standards shall be ma,intained.
Students are encouraged to sµbmit LETTERS TO THE ·
EDITOR. Letters should not ~xceed two' (2) typewritten
pages. Unsigned letters will not be published, but names
will be withheld upon request. Obsenitites are discouraged.
ANNOUNCEMENTS will be accepted from any student,
faculty , administrat~r, department, ot organization
affiliated with the university. Announcements should not
exeed ½ page typewritten and will be published on a
space-available basis.
CLASSIFIEDS are free to all students and affiliates of
the university. Classifieds should be limited to 50 typed
words. Classifieds will be published on a space-available
basis. All Classifieds will remain confidential.
PHOTOS submitted for publication become the property
of PRINT. Photos will be returned upon request but will
not be held for more than one week. Photos should include a
informative caption (6 lines max.) typed on a separate sheet
and attached.
'
p AID ADS will be published according to the agreement
between the Business Manager and client. No ads will be
taken over the telephone. ,
.
THE PRINT OFFICE is loq:1ted in E049, just outside
the Cafeteria on the lower level of the Student Union
Building. The office is normally open from 9:.00 a.m. to
6 :00 p.m. Monday through Friday.
THE OFFICE TELEPHONE number is 583-4050 ,
extension 508 or 509. After 9 :00 p.m., the direct "night
line" is 583-4065.

'' Order.
to Robert's Rules of
Further, let me sta,te ' that the
Senate President was ~nformed
in advance of the fa{t that a
motion for impeachm1:lnt would
be presented at that Senate
by Jakki Freedman ;
one a ! week during the
meting.
\
One more week and classes
I do not think tha1 making
trimesuir . In actuality, we only
will be over. Then you can all
the c_p.arges public wopld have
have 14 full weeks of class.
benefitted the person icharged,
congratulate yourselves on
One of the labs was cancelled
pulling through anothet seas this. would have pr evented
due to 1Thanksgiving holiday
the conduci of a fair trjial, since. · mester:. You·can go skiing, ice
and the' other is used to give
the chifrges would h a"Ve . been · skating, tooagganning, or the final. She is being cheated
for all you non-winter ~eople
·aired th~oug~out thej Univ~rout of four labs.
sity commumty, and l;ielped m
- you can drive dow,n to
Accor:ding to the timetable,
biasing the judgemetjt of the
Florida and soak up thJ sun.
there is 1 a set time for finals .
Senators, who in the 1end had
Yes, it's ure sure nic~ the ·They are to be given on ·
to make the final de<jision.
semester is over.
i
Decemb,er 16, 17 & 20. But
Let me further statr , that it
. Wait! I forgot we still j have
there is no requirement that
is precisely because Mr. Ferris
to take finals if that's iwhat
they . be given then and no
has not even botheredI to come
you call them here. As ~ar as
provisitm is made by the
around to find out about the
I'm concerned finals are a
administration to schedule
workings of Student1 Governperiod after classes are oyer to
exams for certain time periods.
ment, that he can make the
take ~ last comprehe'.nsive
We all complain about
I
statements he mad,e in his
exam.
tuition raises yet here we are
letter. Had he bothered to be
At UNI there are nd days
being oheated out of class time
acquainted with hi~ governset aside for finals . Thpy are
and no'. one says a word. Out of
ment, for after all, we are p11-rt
usually given on the lapt day
the '16' week trimester, we are
of the students, he ~ould have
of class. This cheatts the
only in class for 13 of them .
known what us Senators knew,
students.
I
Perhaps there are some who
First, it leaves no Jme to
that there were gtounds for
like
td start in September and
I
study. With a separatie final
voting as we did. !Further, I
get out in April but I pay· to
will now like to tell Mr. Ferris
exam period, you i sually
learn, not to wait around fo r
that the Student Constitution
have · 2 or 3 days to[ study.
vacaqon.
~Hows for the impeachment of
Most of the time you,lr finals
What's the solution? Start
a Senator and / or Student
classes on a Monday and end _
are spaced so you h8;ve t!me
officer, only on the grounds of
them_ on a Friday, thereby
between finals to stuqy. With
neg,lect of duty.
paying
for sixteen weeks, we
papers due the same; day ·a s
In reference to bis remarks
should
get
sixteen weeks . If we
your exam, a lot of the time
concerning my kind of " Politihad a full trimester of classes,
you can be busy writing the
cal Showmanship," I had a
with a separate finals period,
paper · to take the time to
hard time deciding whether I
we would be better prepared
study.
should even dignify those
for our studies, and, in all
Also , students are being
remarks with any kind of
probability, end up with a
cheated out of classes. I pay
· comment. After much thought,
tuition to learn. I feel cheated better education.
I decided to answer him as
I'd like to discuss this
if I have to spend classtime
follows : Many people might
further but I have a paper to
taking tests.
not like me or agree with me,
write and finals to study for,
A friend of mine •complained
that is their prerogative, but
and. . . HAPPY HOLIDAYS
about her science course. She's
one thing I am certain of, and
TO ALL!
supposed to have sixteen labs,
that is, that · even those that
don 't , especially in the administration, respect my integrity
and my activism in favor of
students and their rights. I
also am sure , , that many
are the students on this
campus that appreciate what I
have been able to do for them,
both in my capacity as a
Student Senator and as an
individual. So, Mr. Ferris, let
me state to you that I have
PRINT is the campus newspaper for Northeastern Illinois
·university. Published weekly, this paper is paid for by student fees
nothing to feel ashamed of
and largely the work of Northeastern students. Materials published
concerning my actions as a
hrein is not to be confused with views expressed by the University
Student Senator, and that my
administration. PRINT is located in E-049.
conscience is clear as to how I
have represented my constiEditor-in-Chief. .......... .• ....... : ......... Robert J. Kosinski
Managing Editor ; •........ . ...•. : . : . . .... Robert L. Trahan, Jr.
tuents.
Associate Editor .. ·. . •............. • , .............. Ann F. Holda
In conclusion, I would ask
Photo·Editor .... . , ........ • .. . ; .............. . .. . D.olora Jung
Mr. Ferris that the next time
Sports Editor ..... •. • . . ............••....... • .... Gary Staniec
he chooses to · indict his
Business Manager.; • .•..............'; .... ·. Carol Jean Zalatoris
legislators or any _one for that
matter, especially · in a public
forum, as he has cone, he
Staff: Al Albert, Cind~ Lo~ Berger, Larry Brittan, Jakki Freedman,
Sy Janko, Bobby Kramer, Sue Lamb, David Maher, Carol Ochocki,
should first find out ~ll the
Mary Petersen. Benilde Polverini, Carol Podraza, Fanni Sosna,
facts of issue involved before
Liz Sygiel, John Stepal, Bob Necas
he proceeds as he did on this
Photographers: Cynthia Hagerty, Paul J. Manda, Pauline Philipps,
Diane Poulos, Kaylene Thompson ·
subject.

jabber;~oek

THE STAFF

'

Sincerely,
Jacobo Szapiro,
Student Senator

Graphics: Tom Hamill, Mark Schultz
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New check

cashing policy
in Jalluary
by Carol Jean Zalatoris
Th.e Commuter Center
Board of Managers has approved the concept of a " Cash
Now-Pay Later .. service. The
service is an extension of the
current check cashing policy
that will permit the Commuter
Center to cash a postdated
check for an additional 25c fee.
The service will be initiated in
January.
Any member of the univer·
sity who has the privilege of
cashing a check at the Service
Desk will be able to ask to use
Cash Now-Pay later. Checks
are to be filled out and signed
as usual. The only difference is
that the check may be
postdated up to two weeks.
Instead of depositing the
check immediately, the university cashier will file and hold
the check _ until the date
indicated. However, no more
than one check will be
permitted to be on file.
Two weeks before the end of
each term, this service will be
suspended until the first day
of the new term.
The new policy was introduced to the Commuter Center
Board of Managers by Cliff
Harralson, director of the
Commuter Center, at the
board meeting December 2.
The board hopes that the new
service will decrease the per-

centage of bad checks which
have been received from
students, faculty, and staff.
Most people know when
they are short of money and
would rather pay 25c for Cash
Now-Pay Later, Harralson believes.
A big advantage for students will be that text books
purchased at the university
bookstore can be charged .
Even if students are unable to

afford their book bill, Cash
Now-Pay Later will enable
them to _buy their books and

pay for them when they can.
The idea originated on the
UCLA campus. It has been

proved quite popular and has
spread to several other camJ)Uses.

'Small' Senate greets new leader
by Robert J. Kosinski
While snow fell furiously
outside, the Student Senate
new Student Body President
and the Chairperson of their
assembly. Macior assumed the
p0sition after the resignation
of elected President Robert
McDonald which was effective
on December 3. She will retain
the position of President until
the end of February.
It will now be up to Macior
to select a person to take over
her former duties as Vice-president. Her appointee must
meet the approval of a simple
majority of the senate before
filling the position. Any person
who has served as··a senator
for at least three months is

commentary

• • •

Newly recognized Senate President Judy Macior [Center) chairs her first serpate meeting since
taking over_that position on December 3. [Photo by Carol Jean Zalatoris]

ding!

by Robert J. Kosinski
whirrrrrn:... ding!
Ditta ditta bum bum
It seems that this university
whirrrrrrr . . . ding!
is being paralyzed- by the
A friend of mine asked me system of machines that the
the other day if I had received Board of Governors thought
my bill yet and I told him I · was so great and still hopes
hadn ' t. He said he hadn't will be, and at this point, UNI
either and he asked me if I is suffering the pangs of
knew what was wrong but I transition into a cooperative
told him I didn't know, even Computer system that isn't
though I really did know. It's being ·v ery cooperative. Our
a computer proble~;.and the former system was outdated so
bills are late and the registra- we ha!f to , go to something
tion isn 't processed and those better. This is progress.
mailing labels weren 't made,
Tikka tikka mot mot
and the teachers won't get whirrrrrrr . .. ding!
their class lists ti! · mid-term
So you say I shouldn't rap
and it snowed last week so so hard on machines, because
that must have been a you watch the Six Million
computer problem too.
Dollar Man every week so you
Tikka tikka mot mot see that machines can't be all
whirrrrrrr . . . ding!
bad. But do you ever notice
It was first upsetting to find that the Six Million Dollar
out that registration materials Man always moves in slowwould not be sent out for the motion, too?
Winter term because the
Ditta ditta bum bum
computers were not able to whirrrrrrr. ·.. ding!
.
. scarf out those mailing labels.
I'm sure the whole mess' will
Making mailing labels is one of be worked out eventually so
the first things computers ever we shouldn't let it interfere
learn in school. a· lot of with our finals or spoil our
student didn't know they were
holidays. We also shouldn't let
supposed to pick up their own
those computers control so
materials two weeks after the
much of our lives, after all, it's
registration °period began, so
not as if they were human .
the school year was moved
Our computers, who art in
back a day to make late
Elmhurst, hallowed be thy ...
registration room for those
Tikka. tikka bum bum ditta
unfortunates.
ditta mot mot whirrrrrrr. . .
Ditta ditta bum bum
ding!

elligible for the appointment.
That appointment will be
made at this Monday 's senate
meeting.
Though bad weather allowed
for poor senator attendance
at last Monday's meeting,
s.ome business was conducted
and appointm ents were made.

The Aperture Film Club
became a Permanently Chartered Club with the lifting of
McDonald's veto and the
Messianic Jewish Organization
failed to receive support in
their bid for a temporary
charter.

A special Senate meeting
was set for January 17 to
discuss the new proposed
Student Constitution.
The last Senate meeting of
the year will be on Monday,
December 13 at 7 p.m. in
Alumni Hall.

Computer problems
( e ,o nt'd ·from page I)
sections to be offered, and can
make the appropriate changes.
Once this is done, and the final
-schedules · for students •are
made, IBIS is suppose to read
the files in ISIS, and process
the tuipon bills. Here is where
the problem comes in. Due to
all the fall billing problems the
Business Office decided to
completely finish clearing up
the fall billing problems, before
processing the bills for the
winter trimester. The problems
in the fall were result of the
unacceptability of IBIS, and
the complexity of the system.
These problems are being
cleared up by the Business
Office and the Computer
Services crew who are working
Although the entire system
very long and hard hours. The
was to be here by last July,
winter tuition bills are ,expecIBIS has not been fully
ted
to be mailed over the·
implemented. ISIS is here and
Christmas break. Tuition 'will
has been in use si~ce the
be due Tuesday, January 11,
spring. Once courses have been
there
will be no penalty if you ·
chosen by the stud~nts, they
pay on or before January 11.
are fed into the computers.
J\.lthough most of the keyThe departments receive the ·
results-, and are able to see if punching for ISIS and IBIS ·is
there is a need for additional completed,' UNI is waiting for

of programs which the UNI
employees rriust learn.
The problem here does not
lie within the system, b'ut
rather in the delivery of the
entire system. When the
contract was signed · in 1974,
completed deliver was due in
July of 1976. Due to the
state's new requirements,
transitional problems were
caused for SCT. They had to
. stop development in order to
make corrections to fit the
state's new standards. There
were also problems with many
of their programmers leaving,
and SCT being left shorth_anded on experienced people.

a

some software ( the manuals
for programming) to arrive in
order to do the great deal of
catching up·.
In the long run the new
computer system should prove
to be both beneficial and
efficient to UNI students, and
staff Mr. Bill Griffith, head of
the Business Office, feels that
"This system when implemented fully is a very good
system for this institution. I •
have no reservations whatsoever about the capabilities .
Our problem has been getting
it delivered and installed, once
it is installed there should be
no problems in meeting the
requirements of the institution. There was a need for a
new system in the business
area, the old one was criticized
and couldn't do things, it was
inadequate."
Hopefully, Mr. Griffith is
correct, and once the system is
in full operation, students will
benefit from the ever advancing age of computerization.

Student teaching h.o urs
(cont'd from page 1)
Natalie, and Carol were invited
to attend the monthly meeting
of the Council of Chairman.
The matter was bro~ght
forth, and discussed, Dr.
Edward Miller of the Department of Physical Education
motioned to recommend to the
CEPC to grant twelve hours
for student teaching. This will
now be sent for CEPC"s
approval. and then to UEPC
for their acception.
Both CE PC and UE PC

·
(University Educational Policy ·
Committees are Northeastern
committees. The CEPC is
comprised of a representative
from each department of_
Education. The UEPC is a
Committee composed of representatives from the College of
Education, and the College of
Arts and Sciencei:i along with
representatives from all levels
of administration.
There is not expected to be
any problem with the accep_t-

ance of this recorrimendation.
Natalie and Carole both stated
that " we are pleased that the
Council took immediate action
and hope they will follow up
with it in the same speed.
They were willing to listen and
we thank them. This shows
that students can do something when they have a gripe,
if they go through the proper
channels." They also thank
President Williams for his help
in the rriatter.

\
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.

CROSS COUNTRY CARNIVAL coming soon to Northeastern
is the first annual Cross-Country Carnival. Come see the Moving
Knee, and the Dancing Leg. Main attraction will .be the Steaming
Head, which has amazed runners from all over Illinois. Enter the
Bob Jost look-a-like contest. All donations will be contributed to
the Cross-Country Hall of Fame .. Watch for more details.
WZRD, 88.3 FM, will be broadcasting through out the break
on its regular schedule: 8 AM to 10 PM week days, 9 AM to 10
PM on week ends. Tune us in! You'll be able to call the station at
583-4780 when the 1 university switchboard is closed. HAPPY
HOLIDAYS!
THE U.S.-CHINA FRIENDSHIP CLUB invites all interested
students to attend an open meeting on Tuesday , ·Dec. 14 at 1:00
in rm. 0006 in the Classroom building. We will discuss plans for
p~ograms on- sports in China and China's foreign policy, in
addition to future activities. There will also be a short slide
· presentation on the People's Republic of China.
THE INTERGENERATIONAL CLUB of the Audlthood and
Aging Studies Program, Department of Psychology, presents a
performance of vignettes by the Mime Theatre on Monday,
December 13, 1976, at 7:00 PM in the Auditorium. The
performance, entitled "INTERPRETIVE DREAMS THROUGH
THE HUMAN LIFE CYCLE," is based on Developmental
Psychology from conception through death. The Mime Theatre
consists of students in the Proseminr in Psychology: "Topics in
Contemporary Psychology" classes of Daniel Kuzuhara and John
Mann, and is under the direction and coordination of Bonnie J.
Byrn, with assistance by Patricia Nobel and Sherrie McNeal. A
videotape of the performance will be made, and will eventually be
available through the Office of Adulthood and Aging.
UNIVERSITY OF

MARYLAND-BAL TIM ORE

COUNTY

will be recruiting for students on Friday, December 10, 1976,
9-5:00 p.m., ROOM B-117.
THE YEARBOOK STAFF is in need of an editor; position is
salari,e1. ~.ho't.o ~raphers . and _staff members also needed. Learn
the artofphotography from students with similar interests and
prior experience. If you are interested · in working ,for the
Yearbook, please leave your name and pnone number at the
office. We live across the hall from the new gameroom in room
E-043. Our extension is 511. If there is no answer, call ext. 508 or
509.
THE EARTH SCIENCE CLUB is sponsoring a Holiday
Dinner Dance. The'cost of $9 includes dinner, live ·music, and all
the drinks you want. It will he held at Major Hall on Friday,
December 17'. at 7:00. You 'may obtain tickets in the Science
Building, room 130, or from a club member.
I

LAST MINU'nE TERM PAPERS? If you paper involves the

study of Wom~n or the Women's Movement, we may be ~ble to
help. The Women's Studies Resourc~ Cent~r, located m_ ~he
Classroom Building, room 0-041 is a quiet readmg room prov~d~ng
publications on the legal, economic, sociological'. and p~ht1cal
status of women and their changing roles. Also mformat1on on
careers for women and sexism in education. The Resource Center
is open from 12-2 P.M. on Mondays and Wednesdays, closed on
Thursdays, and 11·1 P.M . on Fridays.

r------------------------·
II PET CANDJLE®

i

I
I

I

1 Florida 's Answer to the Pet Rock.
PET CANDLE comes to you with complete set of operating instructions to
1 train your PET CANDLE to sit up,
I stand, light up, _and fly.
I Available in Small, Medium . and Large Sizes.
I

I
1

1.
I
I

I--------------------------1 PET CANDLE
I 110 Oiralda
I ·- Small
II - Medium
I - Large
I Name
I
I Addre ss
I
1. C ity
I .

Ave ..
S1 .00
$2 .00
$3 .00

Coral
plus
plus
plus

Gables . Florida 33134
50c postage & handling
75C postage & handling
95c postage .& handling

Sta te

Zip .

19 76. Pe t Can d le. Inc.

~------------------------~
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Selma James addresses her audience on the controversial issue of wages for housework. [Photo by
Cindy Hagerty]

~I,•

lf.J..lXe

d -views
•
on housework wages

by Sy Janko
told me that it will come form
Last Thursday, December -2,
the state and the corporations
I attended a presentation
for which their husbands work
entitled "Wages For Housefor. Sounds great to me, let all
work ." I entered the room with
of the prices in the US
a ho-hum a\ titude not expectskyrocket like never before, let
ing anything special but I was
all of our taxes be doubled.
wrong. Selma James, · the
Another lady turned to me and
speaker, was a strong and
said, "so at least we can meet
confident lecturer and presenthe rising cost with the wage."
ted many good points which
(nothing needs to be said
started my mind functioning
about that comment). What
again after an extremely long
about us single people?
morning. At no time did she
I can go on forever listing
bore the audience which,
tiny details about why our
incidently consisted of all present economy and social
women except for one man structure is not flexible enough
who had a lot of guts.
for a' wage to be feasible but
To give you some background, here are some of the
points presented:
- women should have the
opportunity to earn their own
money and not always have to
ask their husbands for it, but
what type of jobs are open to '
them? Most women become
secretaries, nurses, cleaning
ladies and thus end up doing
basically the same thing as
housework.
- women should be paid a
Here we are at the end of
regular wage for their housework because it is work and another trimester, amidst all
without it being done, their the doom and gloom of final
"productive" husbands will week to come, reflections of
have to remain at home to do the past few months bring
it. Housework is a 24 hour job memories to all of us.
I'm sure we all sand the
and unexciting to most.
These are the basic points heartbreak blues in one form
the discussion centered on. or another. Now it's time to
These points all sound good to leave all those troubles behind.
me, I wouldn't mind being Finals will be over and then
paid to clean up after myself. I it's heaven-knows vacation
realize that because I am time!
My compliments to the
single I maintain a somewhat
different view point about cafeteria for their new efforts.
housework because I only do it , Continued progress in the food
for one person. I sympathize service is a pleasure for all of
with those who are chained to us.
The janitors and electricians
their husband, children and
house with little time for deserve a hardy "keep on
themselves. That should really truckin!" Without them where
be a lesson to all women, all would the school be? (or the
women should prepare them- union for that matter?)
Speculations for the next
selves for a career so they can
be independent if they desire. year are always fun. Thinking
No woman should marry a about new classes and new
slavedriver if she doesn't enjoy friends brings a bit of joy to
it, What I am trying to say is
'"Flowers & Plllnts for All Occasions"
that women become second
class citizens when they are
not allowed to make the most
of their potentials but all the
blame does not fall on that
3358 West Bryn Mawr
Chicago . Ill. 478-6276
great old excuse "Society."
By now you are thinking
-'<•k• i
10% -DISCOUNT
<;.
that I 'm all for it, read on. I
';~J'.
TO ALL
asked Ms. James where is the
:;1_
{k
UNI STUDENTS
money going to come from to f IJ!;
AND FACULTY
pay a housework wage. , She

that would be enough to fill a
whole newspaper. I do not
want to be misunderstood,
men and women should have
equal Qpportu_nities and equal
salaries for the same work etc.
but wages for doing housework
is something to be handled on
an individual basis.
There are a num her of other
things I disagree with but I
think I am in enough trouble
already so I will end it here.
Before you send those cards
and letters. there really is no
need for the inclusion of foul
language or lessons in anatomy.

red
flash
our hearts. I'll be involved in a
new position with th,e Print. It
looks like poetry, short, stories
(very short), and other :artistic
ideas from the imagination will ·
be included in next year's
Print.
In fact you may start to
submit your creative works to
me now for nex,t year's
considerations. Bring them to
the Print Office in care of me,
Bobby Kramer, (red flash.)
on a mission of enlightenment
they all did come
from the darkened corners
to the fairest bright sun

"Hear us, come hear us"
they cried and cried
it's time to say good-bye
and wish you all the pride
of joy
through the holidays to
come next year's ploy
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Thousands of Topics
Send •tor your l.ip-tCHtate, 160page, mail order catalog. Enclose
$t .00 ,t o COl/llr postage and
h!tndling.

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE . INC
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Stern case
(cont'd from page 1)
have been harrassed as to their
political beliefs and associations. Dan Stern did violate
Sociology Bepartment policy
by disclosing the student
grievers, however that is not
cause for dismissal and procedures to find ·caµses s hould not
surroupd the politics - of
anyone\ involved.
Recently, I interviewed
Denise Iverson , one of the
members of the Dan Stern
defense ct>mmittee concerning
the history of the case and its
present condition. Mr. Clark
(Dan Stern's lawyer) Mr.
Adelman ( the Administration's lawyer) , Dan Stern,
Mary Schwartz, chairperson of
the Sociology Department and
other members of the administration and the Hearing Committee will not be able to
comment on the situation until
the hearings are over. Therefore, offered here · is the Stern
perspective through Iverson's
account of the situation:
PRINT: What is the history
of the Stern problem?
Iverson: Sometime in May,
1975, the · Union for Puerto
Rican Students asked Dr.
Stern to be their advisor. In
that position he heard some of
their problems. Heard was
some hearsay about how Dr.
Betances
conducted
his
classes. Most comments coming from the radical element of
the U.P.R.S. Then sometime
around late June, 1975, Dr.
Stern was given the task of
evaluating Dr. Betances for
the faculty evaluations conducted every trimester in the
Sociology Department.
PRINT: Why did that come
about?
Iverson: The Sociology Department .randomly selected
Stern for the job. So · Stern
began to evaluate Dr. Betances' student grievances and
student evaluations.

The policy that is used when
one professor is evaluating
another professor involves t he
investigator with the student
evaluations: Students anonymously evaluate their classes
at the end of each trimester. It
is generally held in the
Sociology department that this
evaluation method is a rather
objective means of discovering
student feeling about classes
and professors.
_ .Stern did use the student
evaluations and took a deeper
look into Betances '_ background on the basis of further
negative hearsay about him
and he went to take a look at
the Student Grivance File.
These files are open to anyone
in the department and Stern
took the opportunity to look
Betances' over. There were a
substantial number of grievances filed on Dr. Betances (6
of •10 grievances in the file
were on Betances). After
having read all the material in
the fiie, St rn produced a
memo on July 23, which was
when he was on the department agenda to evaluate on
Dr. Betances. It dealt specifically with the grievances of
five students, plus 1 grievance
filed 7 / 23/75 and 2 hearsay
complaints.
At this meeting, involving
sociology faculty and student
representatives, Stern circulated his memos . Most of those
present read the memos, yet
Stern never got to explain the
situation as the meeting was
adjourned before he had the
opportunity to do so. The next
day, July 24, 1975, Mr. Mata
and Dr. Schmidt circulated
memos in the department to
the effect that Stern '-s memo
on Betances 'Yas unsolicited
and manipulative. The task of
evaluating Betances was taken
away from Stern, and the
responsibility given to Dr. Ron

Glick. Stern was barred from
the evaluations in view of the
supposedly slanted memo
authored by him on July 23 ,
1975.
PRINT: Is that the way the
department always proceeds?
Iverson: No, they usually
proceed in an efficient, matter
of fact way , accepting constructive criticisms on the
issues raised, where one professor evaluates another.
Therefore, the preceedings regarding Stern 's censure following the evaluative investigation_ made of Betances were
Students vote for the student they wish to represent them in the
quite irregular. The departcollective bargaining talks. Robert Trahan and Oscar W orrill ran
ment didn't know what Dr.
for the position, but unfortunately, our press time does not allow
Stern's motives were for
us to relay the winner. This is the first Student Government
election to include the off-campus Centers . [Photo by Carol Jean
presenting his original memo
Zalatoris]
concerning Dr. Betances since
they had never used the
student grievances before as a
department meeting at which
of July 301 because she had
means for evaluating faculty.
time
Carol
Williams,
one
of
the
discovered that the students
In the hands of Dr. Glick, the
·
student
representatives,
had received copies of the
Betances evaluation was dealt
brought
up
a
motion
that
Dr.
memo.
She was calling for
with routinely and from July
. 30 (the date of Dan Stern's Stern had violated his censure
(Coned on page 6)
first censure) to sometime in
November, 1975 the Sociology
Department functioned as usual. On December 1, 20 Puerto
Rican Students came calling
on Dan Stern asking about the
(cont'd from page 1)
controversial memo of July 23.
They wanted copies of it, but
Stern was not able to oblige
25-49 3:00-4 :00
11, 1977.
because his earlier censure
00-24 4:00-5:00
Also
very
important·
for
the
forbade it. 'The students asked
Open 5:00-7:00
coming winter trimester. is the
how else could they get copies
Wednesday, January 5 J977:
revised schedule for the week
of the memos. Stern advised
·
Change
of ~egistrants and 'late
of January 3-7 , 1977. Originalthem to ask Dr. Betances and
registrants , and all other
ly
school
was
to
begin
on
see what he said. Dr. Betances
eligibl~ ~tu'de~t;. ·
•
Wednesday, January 5.
replied that the memo was
25-49
1:00-2:00
This has been changed and
Stern's property and t hat he
75-99 2: 00-3: 00
the
new sched~le is as follows:
could d o with it what he
00-24 3:·o o-4:oo
Monday, January 3, 1977
wanted. The students relayed
50-74 4:00-5:00
1:00-7 :00 P.M.: All eligible
t he message to Stern and
Open 5:00-7:00
students officially admitted
insisted on seeing the memo .
Thursday, January 6, 1977:
into undergraduate degree proThese students are supporters
Winter Trimester classes b\!gin
grams
.
NO
CHANGE
OF
of Betances who \_Vere apparREGISTRATION .
ently gave out 2 or 3 copies of
00-24
1:00-2 :00
All these three events will be
the memo to these students '
25-49
2:00-3:00
held
in Alumni Hall , with
who then immediately left.
50-74 3:00-4:00
registration being done by the
On December 3, there was a
75-99 4: 00-5: 00
..
last two digits of your social
Open 5:00-7:00
security number, and sequence
Tuesday, January 4, 1977:
card number.
'
At-large students (with or
There will also be the normal
without degrees) and other
Change of Registration period
eligible students as above!
.
from Monday January 11
NO CHANGE OF REGISthrough Wednesday, January
.
TRATION.
12 from 9:00-5:30 in the
75-99 1:00-2:00
Student Union Building,
50-74 2:00-3:00
(Commuter Center), room 217.

Drop/Add

1
picture poll I
C

hv Cin,h }!a~crtv

What present would you most like for Xmas?

Lili Chamizo
Freshman
Robert Redford: He would
cheer anyone's Christmas.

Steve Flowers
Sophomore-Music
A '77 light green Camaro

Esther Kolaites
Senior-Psychology
A job after graduation m
December.

Don Peterson
Senior-Physical Education
New skis and a ski vacation to
Austria.

Harriet Robbins
Graduate Student-History
To be able to pay my entire
tuition for a change.
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More Stern
(cont'd from pal?;e 5)
another censure, or someother
action on the part of the
Sociology-Department for violation of the original censure.
One of the memos given to
the Betances s upporters
wound up in Department Head
Mary Schwartz's hands. She
later testified in the hearings
that she didn't feel she should
take action on this memo and
asked Carol Williams to bring
it up a,t the December 3
meeting, which she did. There
was a motion that the
department look to the administration to see if they could
further discipline' Stern.
PRINT: Why did - the department go to the administra' tio·n to handle this problem?
Iverson: Apparently the
department felt they had no
alternative since, in their
opinion, the censure had failed.
The information mentioned in
the original memo was never
discussed at department meetings: the grievances, a summary of them nor Dr. Stern's
analysis of them. Dr. · Stern
asked if they would deal .with
the issues he had raisec;l, the
department gave a definite
"No." The consensus of the
department was to take action
against Stern, but specifically
what they didn't know. They
wanted to find a different way
of disciplining Dr. Stern than
the censure since it had no
effect. Dan Stern, as far as
they were concerned, violated
their censure when he distributed the memos on December
1.

The second censure wouldn't

none of Stern's business. He
be effective either, so they Stern would retract everything Party in Puerto Rico and in
later
brought his findings to a
voted, and it was a majority he had said and make a public Chicago. He is regarded with
meeting of the sociology
decision that they should take apology, they would be willing esteem , both here and in
department and said that he
this matter to the administra- to dismiss the procedure. To
Puerto Rico. Stern's question
,
wan
ted to know the scope of
tion to see if there were any retract everything he had centered around whether he is
Betances' connections with the
limited s'anctions that could be published or said that was any in a Socialist movement, what
D.O.D. He was ruled out of
placed on Dr. Stern. Limited kind of an attack · on Dr.
was his relationship with the
order by Mary Schwartz, the
sanctions ranged anywhere Betances.
- Defense Department, how are
Department Chairwoman. So
from ver.b al reprimand to
the two compatible?
Stern and his lawyer argued
it was clear that he wouldn 't
being fired from the Universi- , that if anything of what they
PRINT: Why is it Dan
get any information from
ty.- The administration accep- said was untrue, Stern would Stern's concern . if Betances
Betances, Glick, or others in
ted this and began to look into agree -to publish a retraction. talks left and acts right?
the Sociology Department.
what avenues were open to The administration didn't
Iverson: Dan Stern has been
Stern had several meetings
them. They followed AUP accept this plea, they main- involved with the movement
with those in the Union for
guidlines and came up with a
tained he would have to retract for years, a well known fact.
Puerto Rican Students (they
committee of 5 to see if the everything that had been He feels a commitment to the
co-ordinated
Lucha Estudianadministration had a case declared by Stern against Socialist movement so that
til) . They told Dan Stern that
against Dr. ,Stern. This comBetances. By retracting the when you find someone talking
he had an obligation to
mittee spoke to Stern, Bet- entire declaration, we are out . of b_oth sides of . their
publish
the information he had
ances and Schwartz, the
talking about ignoring the mouth, people have the right
·uncovered
about Betances.
department head and issued a
student grievances and Lucha to know that this person is
The information, including
report that t hey had gotten all
E ~tudiantil 's (a paper formerly
saying one thing and doing
Betances ' Dept. of Defense
sides of the story and pro- published by the Union for another. Therefore, Dan Stern
involvement,
his trip to Bosclaimed that the Sociology Puerto Rican Students') sto- began his investigation by
ton when the busing issue was
department did have a case in ries on the entire controversy.
getting a freedom of informaquite hot, and his trip to
taking it to the administration.
Stern disc9vered that Bet- tion request to Coco Beach,
Guam when the Vietnamese
Tqen Dr. Stern asked the ances had traveled to Pat- Florida to find qut information
were streaming in from Viet ·
Sociology department if there
rick's, Florida to attend a Race on the Defense Race Relations
Nam. Stern's interest in seeing
was any way they could stop
Relations Institute where he Institute. He discovered that
this situation through prompthis whole process - if there
was a lecturer. Stern found out Betances had been a paid
ted him to write a letter which
was anything that he could do.
that there was no such place a consultant of the D.O.D. since
Que Ondee Sola and Lucha
Subsequently, there were some
Patrick ' s, Florida only a February 1974.
Estudiantil published·.
reconciliation sessions held
Patricks Air Force eixsted in
After receiving this informaLucha also was very
with then president, Mullens,
Coco Beach, Florida. Stern tion, Stern went to Dr. Glick
thorough
in their handling of
Randolph Hudson, (Dean of
called the base and asked if for assistance feeling that
Dr.
Stern's
information, for
since
Glickwas
a
friend
of
the College of Arts and
they had a Race Relations
they not only printed his
Sciences), Ann · Smith (Vice
Institute. They said they had a Betances he could shed some
letter, they also documented
President for Academic AfDefense Race Relations Insti: light on the situation. Glick
his proof of Betances' D.0.D.
fairs), speaking to department
didn't ~ant to have any part
tute.
involvement.
head . Mary Schwartz and
PRINT: Why was Dr.' Stern of it. Glick said that it doesn't
The administration is holdBetances individually, in ~rder
so interested in finding all this mean anything if he is
.ing Stern responsible for
to get an account of each one's
out about Dr. Betances?
associated with the D .0. D .
everything that was published
position on the issue involved.
Iverson: Dr. Betances has Stern then went to Betances
by Luch_a about Betances and
Then Dr. Stern, and his
always claimed to be a and confront ed him with his
he is only responsible for the
attorney presented their views.
socialist, pr.9 Puerto Rican findings whereby Betances
Then everyone met and the
Independence, working closely told Stern that his involve[cont'd on page 7)
administration declared that if
with the PuertJO Rican Socialist ment with the D.0.D. was
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More Stern
( cont'd from p. 6)
and administration proceeded
letter he wrote and signed.
in the hearing that Stern had
Lucha came out on December
violated
the department's poli8 and the Sociology Departcy.
The
department kept
ment was infuriated, and it has
insisting in the hearings that
been said that this was a "big"
the students knew that grievconspiracy fiom the start.
ances
were confidential but
Starting with the student
they could only produce one
grievances and ending with
witness to that effect. That
Lucha, that the entire was
was Carol Williams, a former
planned. They were not, they
of the student grievance
just happened in the same
committee and sociology deyear.
partment, student representaIt was stated that Dan
tive. She testified tha.t student
Stem should apologize to
grievances
were confidential. 4
those students whose names
student grievers testified they
he revealed as having grievdidn't know the confidentiality
ances against Betances and
policy existed nor did they feel
the Sociology Department,
also that Stern had no right to , that their rights were violated
by the disclosure. Two grievers
mention him in his July 23
sent letters stating this posimemo. That he could have
tion . The seventh griever
announced his memo without
re~ained
neutral.
violating the students rights.
When. Betances testified in
Stern had never thought the
the hearings, he focused on his
grievances were confidential.
Dept. of Defense involvement;
The department knew about
that what he was doing wasn't
them and he was submitting
a contradiction. He said he
the memo to the department.
~as helping his . people by
The grievances are in a file
working at the Dept. of
open to any faculty or student
Defense. That he was making
representatives in the departpeople aware of the entire
ment. So at the time he wrote
question of racism. He felt
up the memo, he did not think
Stern did him great injustice,
the names were that important
and did him political damage.
or that it was violating any
Betances and various memstudents rights. He was told to
bers of the Sociology Dept.
apologize to all 7 students
testified that his connection
whose names he had revealed
with
the Defense Dept.'s Race
- which he did in writing.
Relations Institute was in fact
Then June 18, 1976, prehearwell known throughout the
ing sessions began in which
Sociology Qept. Contrary to
the ground rules for procedure
this, are the facts that the
were decided. Stern insisted
Union for Puerto Rican Stuthat the hearings be open, but
dents, the Puerto Rican Socialthe Sociology Depar tment and
ist Party~in Puerto Rico,, New
the administration wanted
York and in Chicago didn 't
them closed. They didn't want
know it. No person in the
them open to students or the
socialist movement that Betpublic at large. Why? The
ances
s uppos edly s uppor ted
administration wanted the
knew of his relationship wit h
hearings to be run orderly
the Defense Dept. Yet the
(perhaps fearing outbursts by
Sociology Dept. says they
onlookers). Ann Smith, Vice
were cognizant of the relationPresident for Academic Afship. Not everyone was aware
fairs, and Dean Hudson made
of this con11.ection.
this push for closed, orderly
Th e final two charges
sessions. The hearing commitagain
s t Dan Stem revolve
tee eventually sides with Dr.
around his alleged obstruction
Stern and beginning July 13,
of the Sociology Dept. and the
1976 the hearings were conCollege
of Arts and Sciences.
ducted in open sessions.
The
department
brought in
There are 9 charges against
Dr. Stern. 3 have to do with witnesses to testify that Dan
· the s tudent grievances , 4 Stern's behavior has always
pertain to the Department of been disruptive, that he did
things 2-4 years ago that were·
Defense issue: that Stern had
damaged Dr. Betances' repu- disruptive, finally bringing
this all out in the ,open now
tation and the last 2 charges
have to do with his alleged and awaiting some action
obstruction of the Sociology against Stern by the adminisDepartment, the College of tration. He is alleged to be
Arts & Sciences and the disruptive because he is a
University, that his behavior Mauist and -a Marxist and that
in the department of Sociology he has very strong political
is disruptive and that he has beliefs and that anyone who's
beliefs are contrary to his will
always been a troublemaker.
The administration had be destroyed. This was the
some Sociology Department general testimony by Dr. Iva
faculty testify that yes, the Carruthers, Dr. Alva Maxey
stu.dent grievances were confi- and Dr. Ed Uliassi. Everyone
dential. That the names should testified against Stern Except
not have been used and that he Dr. Donna Iven, and Dr. Mary
had no right to use them. That Mayotto, both of whom are
his facts about Betances were radical feminists.
What hitll,U~ns if Stern is not
not all correct. Dr. ~ lick in
cleared
of ·these charges? Dan
Sociology brought out that
Stern's information was incor- Stern will then be fired or
rect and incomplete. Why? disciplined in some way.
Because the grievance file However, Stern has publically
Stern used was not complete. stated that he will take the
So the Sociology Department case to Federal Court. Or he

a

U .S. Military involvement
there.
Dr. Lopez, UNI history
dept. testified in Stern's behalf
stating that Stern also has the
right to believe in what he
wants to, to say what he wants
to. Betances rights have not
been denied him. Dr. Stern is
before the hearing committee,
Dr. Stern is on the verge of
being fired from Northeastern,
he is the one who has to live
with this 24 hours a day, since
July. Doesn 't he have that
same right?
The sociology department
The issue of academic
freedom is relative to this has changed . It had been
case: Both sides have used known as a radical department
this as an argument maintain- up until 1973 when new faculty
ing that one has the right to · came in who were progressive
say what he wants to. And, it liberals , but by no means
is true that this right is radical. In fact some of them
guaranteed, under the first were anti-communist. The deamendment. Betances has the partment has slowly and
right to work for the Defense steadly gone to the right .
Department and for the Pro- Radical feminist, Dr. Iven
Puerto Rican Independence stepped down and Dr. SchMovement, but Stern support- wartz took over in January,
ers have said that these . two 1975. The department now
involvements are polai: op- feels Dr. Stern is in their way.
posites - a contradiction. You They cannot do the things
cannot work for the military they want to do as long as
and also support the Pro-Inde- Stem has influence in the
pendence movement of Puerto department. The problem with
Rico at the same time, with that is if they succeed in

can be suspended for an
indefinite period, without pay.
Yet if this happens, .lie will still
seek court _ action. If any
sanctions are taken against
Dr. Stern he will go to court. If
Dr. Stern "wins" in the sense
that no reprimands are placed
on him, that he is freed of all
charges, three members of the
Department have threatened
to resign, in particular Mr.
Mata who has publically
stated such a move if Stern is
retained.

PRINT
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getting rid of him, - they will
have to get rid of Dr. I ven and
then Dr. Marotto in the future.
The department wants to
function as a traditional type
of sociology department and
any l~aning toward the left,
must be weeded out.
During the hearings, Mr.
Adelman, University lawyer
has taken to very reckless,
personal character assassination approach to cross-examining Stern witnesses. He asks
them personal questions and
really tries to discredit what
ever they say. His job is to
seek out the truth, not to
harass the witnesses. Students
who testified on their grievances, he tried to discredit by
saying "what's wrong with
getting a C, haven't you ever
gotten one?" , really putting
them down. For the UPRS, he
tried to show the ill repute of
being a radical Marxist and
that their testimony isn ' t
factual because of their political beliefs. He has pushed this
line very strongly.
Mr. Clark , Dan Stem ' s
lawyer was strongly urged by
Stern to proceed in a more
principled manner to avoid any
personal injury.
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Little 'Spirit'
in childr-en 's play
by Dan Pearson
WOMAN-HEAR-ME-ROAR
YANKEE DOODLE DID- philosophy is just as bad as
DLE is an unfortunately banal peddling the THIS-IS -Apiece of Bicentennialism. This MAN'S-JOB hogwash. The
is the current offering from _the American Revolution was a
Children's Theatre . to t'he group effect, both sexes
children of Chicagoland by pitched in. Presenting ineffecJoan Nordberg. She is also the tive male characters to young
author of a previous Children's developing minds is no better
theatre show ent it led SP ACE a practice t han the continuing
RAIDERS FROM THE SEV- . of the help less de p en d ent
EN STARS, an ultra, fem inist woman stereotype. There must
science fiction adventure.
be a commonground .
As an author she cont inues
Supposedly t he play was
along t hese same avenues. In based on a t rue incident of t he
SP ACE RA I D E R S all the American Revolution. A girl
male parts were either cow- faked a diptheria attack and
ards , fool s or villians and in bluffed her way past the
most cases, a combination of a se ntries to bring the Continencowardly, foolish , villian. In tal Army warning of a surprise
any case, the male characters attack. But t his play shows us
were ineffective. In YAN.KEE none ·of the adventure, none of
DOODLE DIDDLE , the the glory or the danger of such
quaint little farm in Vermont an undertaking. More time is
where every one talks like they devoted to the development of
were in West Virginia, is a joke about a boy who doesn't
defended by a boisterous lady recognize a coconut when he
peddler (Cynda Martha), a sees orie than the entire
young girl and her mother. mission of one girl's heroinism.
The male characters stand Of the historic events itself we
around and crack jokes while are only witness to the girl
the womenfolk fetch the rifles (determinely played by Donna
to drive off the cowardly , Latham) conning her way past
foolish , villians dressed in the the nitwit sentries and then
uniforms of King George's casually return home with a
Redcoats.
solemn female Indian scout.
When a hysterically woun- The Indian walks on and has a
dered
rebel
messenger single speech on the solidarity
(STANLEY NOWINSKI) col- of the cause.
laspes at the farm, the young
Another curious element of
girl who got to fetch the rifle the script is the character of
decides she is the best the father, a member of the
qualified to carry the message Green Mountain Boys. That's
to the re be1s'. No '_ reasons ·ark ' how I, kriow t he play was s~t in
give to support her ca!ies _o~her Vermont.. He enters with . the.
than "sh'e says she is the oe~t captured British patrol and
qualified and that the British tells his eager children how the
· wouldn 't shoot a girl.
rebel forces had killed a great
Strenghtening the I-AM- many of those Recdoats but

l<.EYIIOT! RIMfW$
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the some got away and will
soon be the victims of Rebel
justice. Rather a bloodthirsty
founding father , he also bullies
t he cringing captives.
Most of the action in this
short play centers on the
quaint little farm where the
audience is consistently bombarded with the songs a,n d
games of 1776. In fact the
length of the play, allows the
show to start late, · teach the
children a song (with Robert
L. Trahan on the guitar) . and
still be out of the auditorium
with plenty of time -for the
next class. The children on the
farm could be as well numbered one through eight for all

the response they generate.
The British come off the
best. One member of the
scouting epxedition (ALA_N
GILBERT) does his part so
well that afterwards he is often
beaten by the children in the
audience. The . other Captain
(BOB LEFF), although he has
not been public_ly thrashed,
makes a magnificent cowardly,
foolish villian. His nighshirt
entrance could be considered
classic schtick. The accomplices, Frog and' Weasel, (BARRY PETRIE AND JAMES
M. SCHIPP) do also make
perfect fools of themselves.
Judith Shimberg directed •
and June Carsello stage man-

aged and together they have
failed to maintain a firm
control on the production. The
cast often fiils in the blanks in
the script with remarks . of
t heir own invention. A particular favorite of mine was the
announcement that t he Redcoats were invading Park
Ridge. If this is the case, can
we hope to defend Niles?
As the title of the play,
itself. YAN KEE DOODLE
DIDDLE. The dictionary defines · diddle as 1) to cheat,
swindle 2) to waste (time) 3) to
ruin, undo. The author of this
play succeeded in her title. I
admit it, she had me diddled.

New Special Ed course
a break from UNI
A different kind of course
will be offered this winter, the
name is Issues in Special
Education: Training Institutes
on Early Childhood Education
SPED 393. The course will
take place in Phoneix, Arizona
departing Monday , January
31 , and returning Saturday,
February 5. The course is
worth t hree credit hours.
The student will select any
two of the available CEC
(Council for Exceptional Children ), Training Institutes on
Early Childhood Education
which a re led by eminent
pr? fess io nal s . Some of the

Training , Institutes for Early
Childhood Education are Motor and Affective Development
for Earl.Y Childhood -Education, and Music for the You11g
A typical Child. Other Institutes specialize into different
Educational interests including deaf, handicapped or gifted
childreb.
,
. Participants will hear Dr.
Sidney W . Bijou speak, and
will participate in three evening sessions composed of only
N orthes t ern Illinois par t icipants. This will provide imm ediate feedback and exchange of highpoints.
Requirements for t he course

----------------
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We're looking for a responsible career
oriented woman.
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NANOFAST, INC. has an immediate opening for a
capable woman for general office and typing.
Responsibilities include typing proposals, sales letters,
new literature, etc., in addition to receiving incoming
phone call s · and some help in purchasing, _ etc.
NANOFAST makes a variety of sophisticated electronic ·
equipment including some of the most advanced digital
and analog equipment available. NAN OF AST products
are used by NASA and the Air Force for satalite and
space shuttle work, by . the Energy Research · and
Development Administration . for lazar fusion work, by
comapnies in .the energy field for investigating for new ·
sources of energy, etc, The requirements of the position
include · typing 50 wpm [or more], a willingness to
,ssume responsibility, and an interest in a variety of
work.

NANOFAST, INC.
416 W. Erie, Chicago, Illinois
For further information pl,ase call 337-7718'.
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include a written summary at
least two pages in length, on
the two institutes attended.
They will be typed and
duplicated for distribution to
other UNI participants.
The cost for UNI registration is $100.50 group air-fair
$174.00. An additinal CEC fee
of $90 for CEC members, and
$120 for non-CEC members ,
plus housing accomoda tions i§
extra.
. For additional inform ation
oor a form to register contact
Dr. Carol D. Mardell, Departm en t of Sp ecia l Education,
extension 8272 , or 8280.

ACADEMIC
RESEARCH
PAPERS
THOUSANDS ON FILE
Send $1 .00 for your up -to-date,
192-page, m ~il order catalog .
'
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•
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,,. ,'.•-'.---'----,--~~--City,,.c;....-.,,,-'--_....,.,,,..-_ _ _ __
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Wilderness .Club
visits Smokies
'~Ver holidays
by Joe Tylus
During Thanksgiving holiday most of the students at
U .N .I. found themselves gorging on 201b toms and mashed
potatos with a few days rest to
catch up on some of that
endless back log of academia.
Wit h t he exception of a few
adventure seekers, the nature
loving Wilderness Society
members that wished to spend
their holiday experiencing cold
weather back country camping. Disowned by their parent
and family for their abscence
at Thanksgiving dinner Thursday. The society trudged with
backpacks filled to capacity,
through one of Gods mo$t
beautiful spots on earth.
·
Although the constant eight
hour climb was rigorous,
during their short rest stations
on the way, they found time to
awe at the bounty of nature

undis turbed by man .
The first impression of the
Smokey Mountains is of it's
beautiful forest and underg rowth. But at second glai;ice .
you recognize the rocky cliffs,
crest and great greybacks t hat
dominate .
I ts difficult to believe that
the same ania was onc.e a flat
marine of sand, mud, and
gravel along with quartz and
feldspar.
The Mountains themselves
went through many changes
such ~s upheavals, · faulting,
compression, metamorphism,
erosion, and many other
geological terms , that only
interest Earth Science and
Geography Majors.
The mountains are mainly
granite with thin diorite . veins
but other rocks and minerals
are interesting to find such as
''fling rock" which you can

Wilde~ess Club members in the Smokey Mountains. [Photo by Kaylene Thompson}

pick up with almost every
step .
If you really wanted to get
ambitious you could look for
copper at E_agle Creed and
mica flakes , or granite crystals
near Little River.
The ·most outstanding feature the Smokey's have to
offer is the mantie of vegetation. For the most part the

Debaters score successes
at Model UN
The University of Pennsyl- honored; it is a supreme
vania, Duquesne University in compliment to Dan's efforts to
Pittsburgh, and Bradley Uni- helping to organize U.N.I.'s
versity have been the scenes of Model U.N. effort.
The Model U.N . team, this
recent forensic victories .
TEAM SYRIA, composed of time representing the United
Dan Bloom, Sara Feigenholtz, Kingdom co{itinued their sucEric Bower, Alan Seif, and cess by winning the BEST
Mike Lyons, spent November DELEGATION award at the .
4-7 in Philadelphia negotiat- Duquesne Universi.ty ( Pittsing, caucusing, and debating burgh) National Model Secursuch controversial subjects as ity Council, which met from
in tern~ tional terrorism, the December 2-5. This, 'team
Middle East, transnational consisted of Dan, Harry
corporations, Namibia , and • Hultgren, and sue Eget and
disarmament. They returned earned their · recognition
to Northeastern with two through hard work at neimportant honors . In recogni- gotiation, caucusing, speechtion of the team's ability in all making, and debating. At this
committees as well as in the particular conference, the
General Assembly (plenary) knowledge demonstrated by
sessions TEAM SYRIA was the team of the country they
designated one of the top three represented as well as their
delegations at the Conference, knowledge of t he Council rules
along with Georgetown Uni- and procedures were instruversity and Princeton Univer- mental factors in earning them
sity. For his leadership , cau- their award.
cusing ability, and debating
Please watch bulletin boards
prowess, Mike Lyons received and hallway displays for
top delegate honors in the information regarding future
Legal Committee.
model United Nations conferIt was at Philadelphia ences (Harvard, Princeton, St.
Conference that Dan Bloom , Louis, and New York City).
the team captain, learned of Contact David Jordan, C625,
two special assignments be- Extension 530.
stowed upon him . First, he
Northeastern speakers once
was informed of his selection again recorded successes at the
to join the staff of the National L.E. Norton Individual Events
Model United Nations Confer- Tournament at Bradley Unience in _New York City (for versity, November 18-21 , 1976.
high school students across Ann Smulski captured third
the country) and to prepare a place honors in an otherwise
treatise on dis.armament to be all-male field in Television
presented to that Conference Newscasting. JoAnn Montemurro reached the semifinals
in March. At the same time, he
in pros interp, performing Ray
. was notified of his designation
as Director of the Internation- Bradbury's "The Whole Town
is Sleeping." In reaching the
al Court of · Justice at the
semi:finals, JoAnn accumulatNational Model United Naed near-perfect scores in three
tions in N.Y.c. · (college) i.n
preliminary rounds of competiApril. ' It is ·extremely unusual
tion, ranking second out of
for on·e individual to be so

nearly 80 contestants in that
event.
Others participating in the
tourney included Donna Latham in prose, listening; Janie
Serio in prose and duet acting
(with JoAnn) ; Bruce Bellak in
after-dinner and impromptu;
· and Howard Kalov in impromptu and salesmanship .
These contestants contributed
to the fine overall record of
N orthestern by either placing
first in at least one of their
preliminary rounds or by
placing overall among the top
three contestants in preliminary rounds. We congratulate
the fine efforts of these
students.

plant life has been undisturbed
since Tertiary times with 1300
species of flowering plants of
which 131 varieties of trees,
550 different ferns, 330 mosses
and liverworts, 230 lichens,
1800 fungi that are _present
with every glance. The park
has more different species of
trees than found in all of
Europe. Some botanists are ·
said to faint when confronted
with so many foliage variations.
The Wilderness Society was
satisfied to just pass through
the mangerie untouched by the
Pleistocene glaciers.
During the first day, after
being checked out by the
rangers f9 r proper winter
equipment and a back country
permit the society ascended
over 3000ft. to the near Peak
of the locally named "Black
Mountains." Many members
too exhausted to go any
further were edged on by the
remark ·o f their advisory
"Those panzies couldn-'t·walk 5·.
miles without collapsing or
discarding half their equipment. " The society president
quickly retaliated and the
wager was set with Dr.
Charley Shabica losing ten
dollars. Thursday evening the
society sat around a muddy

campfire eating thei r dehydra ted Thanksgiving dinners
and licking t heir wounds. Then
they . talked about their next
trek:
Friday turned foul, with rain
slickers on and muscles aching, the howling wind forced·
an early .camp just short of a
·6000 ft . peak . There we
celebrated by breaking .o~t
some of our burdensome ·
canned delicacies.
Saturday ended the short
but enlightening journey with
a 'p leasantly routed pa~k
through Red Spruce, Hemlock
and Pitch Pine. Leaving the Balsams growing abov.e 5000
ft.
The 8½ mile truck back to
civilization got warmer with
every step . Ending up at
Cosby's Ranger Station where
there was w~rm weather and .
public showers.
,
' The Smokey Mountain trip .
was a unusual way to spend
Thanksgiving ,b ut, ask any •
Wildernes s 's •o~iety" qietn'f:,~;
that went, and would rather be
there.
The Wilderness Society
would like to welcome new
members to enlist in an
experience. We meet Tuesdays
at 1 :00 in the Science Building room 144.

This is the last issue of the PRINT for
1976. Print will resume publication on
January 14, 1977. Deadline for copy will
remain at noon on the Tuesday prior to
that week's issue.
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'Bare Feet' join Ensemble
for UNI dance show
by Benilde Polverini
On Thursday and Friday,
December 2nd & 3rd, 1976, at
8:00 p.m. in the Northeastern
Illinois University Auditorium, the Northeastern Illinois
University Dance Ensemble
presented the show "Bare Foot
Friends." It featured "Bare
Feet," a company in residence
at the Academy of Movement
and Music in Oak Park,
Illinois.
The show consisted of two
acts and eleven dances. Plus
anoth er concept of concert
dance which took place in the
Commuter Center Building.
The choreographers · of the
show were: Teena Akiyama,
Marge Robley, Larry lppel,
Lynda Martha , and Patty
Zazverskey. The live music
was done by Howard Sandroff
and members of his band, and
Kenny Turner on drums.
The dance show was unique
and introduced a new style of
dancing to Northeastern Illinois University. The dances
were influenced by balletic and
jazz styles.
The costumes for the show
were very professional looking.
Unfortunately, the lighting for

the show was not so good, it
was colorful , but many times
you couldn't even see the stage
because it was so bad.
I felt that the arrangement
of the show for the most part
was good, except for the
placement of the dance "Jest
Err" which caused a ten
minute break in the show at
the very beginning of the show
which made the show seem
very unprofessional. I felt that
this number should have been
inserted later on in the show so
as not to form such an
untimely interruption.
After taking a wide random
survey of the audience , I
discovered that they all agreed
that the highlights of the show
were Root Beer Rag, Now, and •
Jest Err respectively. They
liked the Root Beer Rag ~ance
the best because of the lively
music and playfulness and
colorful costumes involved in
this dance. The audience liked
the other dances mainly because of the visible body
control and colorful costumes.
They disliked the latter two
numbers a bit mainly because
of the type of music used.
I personally disliked the music

A_THRJLLER THAT WILL ASTOUND YOU!

because it had a very irritating
quality and had no set melodic
line ·t hat I could follow along
with. But their choice of music
which I did not agree with did
not take away from the beauty
of their dancing and the ·way
they beau ti fully con trolled
their bodies.
The rest of the numbers
were not too well liked by the
audience and myself. Mainly
because of the choice of music.
You could not relate the dance
they were doing to the music
they were dancing to. The
other reason was the lack of
co-ordination among the dancers and the choreography in
the various numbers.
One of the interesting and
kind of fun thing that the
dance ensemble did was to
dance throughout the Com'muter Center Building during
most of the intermission. It
was fun at first to follow the
dance ensemble from the first
floor up to the second floor to
watch them dance. ,But they
had two main faults. First
they carried it to the point of
exhaustion for the audience
members who could not keep
up with the dance ensemble
who were traveling up and
down the stairs staying on
each floor for only a couple of
minutes then going on to the
next floor . Second, you could
not hear the music at all. It
was as though the dancers
were just fooling around in

[Photo by Carol Jean Zalatoris]
dance form, you could not keep
your attention on the dancers,
you were more amazed at the
environment around them . So
as I said, it was a very good
and cute idea to start out with,
but they carried it to the
extreme and made the audience hate it in the end.
, The dance show had a very
small audience turn out. I feel
that this was due to the poor
publicity of the show.

The show as a whole was
interesting and unique. It had
a lot of good points as well as
bad points. I am looking
forward to Northeastern Illinois University's Dance Ensemble Show coming up in
March.
Other dance events coming
up this year are the Ensemble
Espanol on December 10, 1976
at 8:00 p .m. in the UNI
auditorium.

Psych majors to elect
council members
Psychology majors will elect
representatives to the psychology department faculity coun-

STUDENTS GET BEST SEATS IN HOUSE
AT EVERY PERFORMANCE
On stage seat ing is reserved exclusively for students with a
current ID card . 58 seats are available for each performance.
Limited only to students.
PRI CES FO R STUDENTS ON STAGE : Tues . thru Thurs . 8 PM , and Sun . at 7$4 .00 ; Fri . & Sat. 8:30- $5 .00; Wed . & Sat . 2 PM-$4 .00 SEATS CAN BE
PI CK ED UP IN ADVANCE Availabl e ONLY at Studebaker box office .

cil for the first time in at least
three years next semester. The
following persons are candidates for representative to the
P s ychology Depar tme n t faculty council : Donna Errea ,
Margaret Verges, and James
Unnerstall. Daniel Dean is a
candidate for representative to
the Psychology Departmen t
student affair committee, he is
running unopp osed . At t he
present, there isn't_ student
representation within t h e ,
Psychology department.

FOR GROUP SALES CALL 922-2976

For Information 922-2973-.
STUDEBAKER THEATRE, 418

S. Mic hi gan Ave . . Chicago 60605 .
LUNCH, DI N NER & LA TE SNACKS

LINE

---

PIZZA IN THE PAN
Cocktai ls
Char-broil ed Gu lli burg ers
Ribs • Chi cken • Steaks

PASSENGER SCREENERS
BEGIN WINTER VACATION
WITH A GREAT PARTY!

The Dreidal
Drop-la,

Full and Part Time Openings
O'Hare Airport

Immediate opportunities on all shifts for enthusiastic reliable college
students with a neat appearance are available with Andy Frain 's
O'Hare Passenger Screeni'ng team . Ideal for people with flexible
hours who would enjoy earning a good hourly pay in the busy
exciting O'Hare Airport . If you are at least 18 years of age and meet
the above requirements call Bill Kaempfe for an appointment at
943-8990 or apply in person to :
ANDY FR-AIN INC.

1221 North LaSalle St.
Chicago, Illinois

Dancing, Folksinging, Games, Refreshments

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Sunday,
Dece1nber I9
Mayer Kaplan JCC
5050W. Church St.
Skokie, Illinois

8808MILWAUKEE AVE .

.............
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horseJ Nugget. These new
horse-gods · catapult the boy
into a state of spiritual and
s,e xual ecstasy. The boy enacts
this satisfying union when, ·
purged and drained, he slides
from the back of the animal he
has urged to "bear him away.··
Central to the play is t he use
of the horse as a symbol of
male power, and mastery, and
ominance. We identify with
the boy who finds the union of
person and animal a majesty,
grandeur, a nd authenticity
difficult to capture in a world
of fast food, factories, and
television.
Earlier in his life, we learn,
the boy was attracted to
normal religious images, to
Christ ascending Calvary
" loaded with chains," while
the "centurions were really
laying on · the stripes." His
father 's outrage at both re·
ligi ou s fanaticism and television, prompts the boy to
develop his own Dionysian
forms.
In the search of both the
boy and the psychiatrist for
the Dionysian ecstasy so
absent in modern life, Shaffer
explores the battlefield of the
human psyche. We are, as
t:J°ietzche pointed out long ago
and as psychologists continue
to point out, in a constant war
between the Apollonian and
Dionysian impulses . of our
nature . Within us all is a
desire for restraint, older, and
control battling against violence, passion, and power. ,
In the concluding portions
of the play, Shaffer develops
the agonzing consequences of
having - to choose between
normalcy an insanity. If the
boy returns to 7 'normal," he
must forsake the reiigio~s
sense he has developed. The
psychiatrist, aware of the
sterility of his books, reproduced Greek sculpture, and
regimented vacations , envies
this "passion more ferocious
than I have felt in any second
of my . life. " In one moment
anger, Dysart summarizes his
doubts about his profession
and of modern society:
" ... he stands in the dark for

an hour, sucking the sweat off
of his God 's hairy chest! Then,
in the morning, I put away my
books on the cultural shelf,
close up my Kodachrome
snaps of Mount Olympus,
touch my reproduction status
of Dionysius for luck , - and
go off to the hospital to treat
him for insanity."
After the dramatic "reliving" of the crime , Dysart
wraps t he helpless Alan in a
blanket. The "treatment" is
complet-e. But with the rest of
t he audience, Dysart questions
the fate of t he patient :
"You wont gallop any more,
Alari. Horses will be quite .safe.
You!II save your pennies every
week, till you can change t hat
scooter for a car, and put t he
pence on the gee-gees, quite
forgetting that they were
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horses, actors merely pu t on
the masks of sculpted wire.
They pr.a.nee about the stage
on elevated hooves and their
presence in certain key scenesis ominous and terrifying.
Ken Howard as the p sychiatrist conveys effectively the
initial arrogrance and cockiness of the psychiatrist. He
gradually collapses into selfdoubt, envy, and rage at the
condescension and efficiency of
his profession and of the
s ociety. As the boy, Alan
Strang, Michael Snyder communicates the appropriate amount of resentment and
frenzy in his complicated
characterization. He is awesome when he leaps naked on
the stage and symbolically
blinds the horses. Other fine
charterizations are provided by
Betty Strang as the repressed
and melancholy mother, Johanna Lester as the older,
un inhibited initiator of the
boy's first sexual encounter,
and Humbert Allen Astredo as
the bigoted, blustery father.
Students from Northeastern
with an I.D . may purchase
seats in the on-stage area_ for .
M.00 during the week and
85 .00 during weekends. Tickets should be purchased at the
Studebaker box office at 7:45.
The curtain is at 8 :30.

ever anything more to you
than bearers of. little profits
and Ii ttle losses. You will,
however. be without pain .
More or less completely with·
out pain."
A great deal of the power of
the play certainly comes from
the incentive staging of the
director, John Dexter. The
director -locates all of the
action in an open space
between bleachers filled by
members of the audience. The
stage is bare with no scenery
and a ll props and actors
always on stage. When the
script demands the presence of
a character, the actor arises
from the on-stage _bench and
quickly transforms himself into
t he character he is to play.
With only benches to take the
place of beds and stable fences,
t he confrontation between Dysart and the boy takes place
with minimum distraction.
Shaffer unravels the mystery
of t he boy's passion t hrough a
_series of flashbacks in stable
and office. When the scrip t
demands the presence of

'Equus' a haunting
psych drama
by Joyce Flory
"'Equus· is the Latin word ·
for 'horse.· ··
"Bloody religion, " g runt s
the atheist-socialist father,
"It's our only problem in this
house, but it's insuperable."
The father's rage is understandable. He has just learned
that his 17 year old son, a
withdrawn and awkward boy
- who works in a stable, has
blinded six horses with a metal
spike.
Peter Shaffer's play, Equus,
currently playing at t he Stude, baker Theatre in Chicago after
award-filled London and
Broadway runs, plunges and
probes into our consciousness
as deeply as t he boy's weapon. ·
The play deftly dissects hu' manity 's fascination with sacrifice, religion, sexuality, and
myth.
In Equus, the playwright
examines the central theme of
the primitive emotions imbedded in all fanatical belief.
Shaped by Freudian psychology, other playwrights of the
century, notably D .H. Lawrence and Tennessee Williams,
have also explored this t heme.
Even Shaffer's own previously
successful play , Royal Hunt of
the Sun, explored the wave of
self-sacrifice created by the
clash between Aztec and
Spanish cultures.
In Equus, Shaffer presents a
, clinical, psychiatric "whodone-it. " Trapped in a marriage of " antiseptic proficiency,"
doubting the worth of a
treatment which preaches adjustment "without pain," a
psychiatrist, Martin Dysart, is
given the case of the disturbed
stableboy, Alan Strang. Dysart (played by actor Ken
Howard) probes the boy's
motives for the heinous act
with characteristically detached staccato questions.
Gradually, through this dialectical process, the story
begins to enfold. Trapped in a
home of religiously zealot
mother and an atheist father,
the boy has created bis own
myth. The boy creates the
slave-god Equus , and makes
him flesh in the the stable
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'An invitation
to publish'

'Flowe rs & Plants for A ll Occasions"

In the interest of developing
a rational planning process for
the future of North~ astern
Illioois University, Reynold
Feldman, Director of the
Center for Program Development is offering the Northeast,.
em community "An invitation
to publish."
The publishing will take
place in the form of articles
submitted to the official
newsletter of the Center for
Program Development called,
The Innovator. In a feature
entitled "The Innovator Forurns," faculty, students , staff
and off-campus civilians will
be able to expounds on six
issues related to UNI 's future
role as (potentially) a model
urban university ."
Deadline for copy for this
topic is on Monday, January
10, 1970. The s ubmi ssion
should not exceed 250 words
and it should be sent to Room
C-526 in the Beehive Adminis-
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THE.CHINESE BUFFET :•

C-L.l.:IN'
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LUNCH $2.49 DINNER $4.25. ••
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

• Lunch-l l a .m. to 2 =3 0 p.m.
• Cocktails & Appetizers
•

2:30 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Dlnner-5:D0 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.
Enjoy our smorc11bor4 of 0ri111tal Otlipts!!
v1s1T

ALL You CAN EAT
ouR NEW COCK TAIL LOUNGE

Every Thursday is International Doy
foodServedfromth efarEa<I

.

5854 N. LINCOLN
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• '
MAGIC WOK•oPENINGSOoN
••
2839 W. TOUHY A VENUE .
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Dancewear
leotards • ti ghts • slippers
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•

Skaters ... Gymnasts ... Exercisers ...
Swimmers •.. Cheerleaders ... Belly Dancers
HOURS: ·

w..1tdoy1 12 noon to S p .m .
Saturdoy1 10 a .m . fQ J p .m .
CloMcf on Wedn..cloy1

5045 Oakton, Skokie, Ill.
674-5064
on 2nd Floor

(Suite 1)
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Delicious Submarine Sandwiches
Home Made Chili- lee Cream

I

Trrnato , M ushroom Noodle

I (Lentil ,~~i:::~,s~:::~:\otato ,
r _;-1

ALSO ... Vogetarian's Delights
M oe, Larry, Cheese (4 cheeses melted)
MM MMM MMM Good
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10% DISCOUNT
TO ALL
UNI STUDENTS
ANO FACULTY
WITH 1.O.'S
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tration Building.
The Innovator is published
on alternate months t hroughout the year through the
Center for Program Development. It has , in the past,
contained numerous controversial articles related to academics.
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•
mone·y restored to BOG
Personal services
ties have agreed to spend only
Donald E. Walters, the
'
7/
12 (i .e., seven months) of the
Executive Officer of the Board
amount necessary to provide
of Governors of State Colleges
an additional 2% salary inand Universities, announced
crease to all university emon December 3 that the Board
ployees for the current fiscal
of Governors has succeeded in
year. The funds. in excess of
winning Senate approval of
the appropriations approved
motions restoring the personal
by
the Governor, provided to
services appropriations for the
each university under this
universities in the Board of
agreement are noted below:
Governors system which were
Chicago State Univ.: $128,034
vetoed by the Governor.
Eastern Ill. Univ.: 176,448
The . Governor
vetoed
$1 ,730.785 from the personal" Governors State Univ.: 84,870
Northeastern Ill. Univ . : 142,150
services appropriations in S.B .
1626 for the five universities in
Western Ill. Univ.: 252,569
the Bo~rd of Governors sysS.B'. 1626 was transferred to
tem . Th.e Senate passed mothe House of Representatives
tions restoring these funds. In
on Thursday for concurrence
accordance with legis lative
oi1 the appropriations restored
intent, however, the universiby the Senate. The House is

Season's
Greetings:
from

PRINT STAFF
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The last Student Senate
meeting of the Fall Trimester will be or, Monday, December 13 at 7 pm
in Alumni Hall. Also, any
student wish ing to be
nominated for the Student
Supreme "Court, or any
student whohas served on
the senate for no less than
three months and wishes
to be considered for the
position of Senate VicePresident, should see Judy
Macior in the Student
Government office.

expected to act on these
motions after it reconvenes
December 14.
Dr. Walters has indicated
t hat he and the Presidents will
continue their efforts in the
House of Representatives to

restore the appropriations vetoed by the Governor . The
Board ' s first priority in it
appropriations request this
year has been funds for
adequate salary increases for
university employees. The

Layzell picked by BOG
for labor relations
Donald E . Walters, Executive Officer of the Board of
Governors of State Colleges
and Universities, announced

$25.00 PER HUNDRED
Immediate Earnings
Send $1.00 To:
Envelopes Dept. 339A
310 Franklin Street
Boston, Mass. 02110

All university employee, work study, an_d

with civil service employees at
the five Board of Governors
universities.

student, aid time sheets must be delivered
to the Office of Financial Aid by noon

Mr. Layzell has been at
Governors State University,
Park Forest South, since its

on December 14, 1976. Time sheets received after the · deadline will not be
processed until the next payroll period.
Also, time sheets for December 16-

I

December 31 must be received by noon
on January 3, 1977;

"

EDITOR NEEDED

App ly in Yearbook Office
(Across from the Gameroom)

inception in September, 1969,
and has served f as Vice
President for Administration
since September 1974.
The five member institu tions under the Board's jurisdiction are Chicago State University, Chicago; Eastern Illinois University, Charleston ;
_ Governors State University ,
Park Forest South; Northeastern Illinois Uni versity, ·Chicago; ai1d Western Illinois
University, Macomb.

jI

.___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.....,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ,.________

The Yearbook staff is seeking a
responsible individual to fill
the position of editor. The job
is salaried . Photographers and
staff volunteers also needed .

November 15. Mr. Layzell will
conduct all labor relations and
collective bargaining activities
for the Board of Governors
system. He will serve as t he
Board 's chief neg~tiator with
faculty employees represented
by the AFT and will b ~
responsible for the overall
coordination and supervision
of all collective bargaining

the appointment of Thomas
Layzell as Deputy Executive
Officer for Administrative Affairs and Labor Relations as of

O PP O RT UN ITY

Stuff Envelopes

Board will continue to make
' every effort to work cooperatively wi t h the General Assembly in an effort to provide
as much of a salary increase as
possible within the resources ,
available to the St ate.

.------:,

SCOTCH PINE
WHITE SPRUCE

IAREYOUR~.
INSURANCE RATES
TOO HIGH ?
'

I

Delivery available
1533 N . Milwaukee Ave., Chicago, Illinois
ED 342-2184, JERRY 772-3923, JEFF 772-6278

1.---..---Automobil e_Ins urn nce
8605 N. MIi wa ukee, NIies , Illinois

Aratejiue
Schoof o/ ;/)ance

Law ScKOOL ADMISSION Tm
GRADUATE Mm&EMEIIT AoM.Tm
GRADUATE RECORD b1M1N1noN
MEDICAL ComaE ADM. Tm

TAP • BALLET • JAZZ

'Chere IS o differen&e!!!
PREPARE FOR:

.

MCA T•DA T•LSAT•SAT ·
GRE • GMAT • OCAT • CPAT • VAT

ASK FOR
ROSANNE

■ PROFESSIO■Al

Now Adding
DISCO & BALLROOM
5217 N. Harlem
NE 1-8070 ME 7-7458

ECFMG•FLEX
Flexible Programs & Hours
0 ur b road range of p rograms provides an umbrella of testing know -llow
that . e nables us to offer the best preparati o n available , furtt,er improv ing
the ind 1v 1dual course you've selected.

(Discount to UNI st'udents with 1.0.)

800-221-9840

~:l~~ree
Centers in Major US Cities

• ., ,
,.

P1W

I;J \Jt;1 ;t{tJI
l

Thousands o~ Topics

I Send

for your up-to-date, 160- ~
mail order catalog. Enclose
$1 .00 to cover postage a nd ~
Mirn dling.

I page,

f

I

RESEARCH ASS !STANCE, INC.

;!

11322 IDAHO AV E. , # 206
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025
IJ.13) 477-8474

,,_

Our re_search papers are so!d for
research purposes only .

l

T EST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1 938

ADMISSION/ APPLICATION
STRATEGY

IS.Delllllm · Cllielll

J

Outside NY State Only

■

7a2':·21'as test_,.

I

Ch icago , IL
Spring, Summer & Winter compacts
Most classes- 8 weeks before exam

CURRENT MATERIALS

OF ANY PROGRAM

j

(312) 764-5151
2050 W. Devon

INSTRUCTORS

1

■ LOWElr'IIDURLY COIT

Over 38 years ' qf experience and success. Smal, classes. Voluminous
hom e study materials . Courses that are constantly updated . Centers open
d ays & weekends all year . Complete tape facilities for review of class
le~sons ancl for u~e of supplementary m a terial s. Make-ups for missed
lessons at our centers .

NAT'L MEDICAL & DENTAL BOARDS

I

I
I Call Gary Robinette II
I 966-7671
I
II

CHRISTMAS TREE SALES

I
I
,1t
1
J
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'-UNI . unfair to athletes'

says Eagle's Lester
by Benilde Polverini
Bemis Lester was ·recently
nominated as the most · valuable player in the all conference football game. He played
middle linebacker this year.
Which is a position he 's not
used to playing. Northeastern
Illinois University he played
middle guard tn the all
conference game.
When he first switched over
t~ playing middle linebacker it
was a little to fast for him.
The first year he played
linebacker for four games. The
rest of the eason season he
played middle .guard.
His intentions in school are
to be certified in elementary
education. When I asked him

·coaching.
Bemis Lester has an interesting. persona I background.
He is the eleventh child of a
family of fourteen. He is also
the first male ·of his family to
graduate from J-Iigh school and
go on to college. He started
playing football in his sophomore year at Orr High School.
As for work, he recently was
offered a job at the Hyatt Park
Academy as a track coach. He
plans to accept the job offer.
He feels the Northeastern
Illinois University is unfair in
(;:
treatment to athletes. they
Bemis Lester [Photo by Cindy Hagerty]
only have cold showers to use,
no field, no heat where they
work out, they have to go out· plex that is now being built we . as a whole this year _ should
should -get better facilities anc:i
and clear the field of grass and
have been undefeated . They
therefore play better. With the
debris before they can start
were coached well, but somenew facilities we might com- . thing was missing.
their workout. His bwn helmet
pete with the big universities
broke twice on him. He says
Let's hope that next year
some day. Another good thing our football team will be
that an elementary school has
- better equipment than Northis that the football team here undefeated. And to help them
at Northeastern Illinois Uni- out, let's give them some more
eastern Illinois Univeristy.
versity is getting more team
This year is an improvement
school support.
support from the students and
as to years before, but is
faculty. He hopes to see even
is nothing compared to what
Number is 20427.
more support for the team in
we should have.
Dr. Eleonor Prueske is
future games.
Bemis Lester thinks that the
(Cont'd from page 16)
teaching a Pro Seminar entitl- future of the football team here
Bemis Lester said that he
ed Aging, Dying and Death, 3 at UNI looks great. With the
"won the award due to help
This makes a big difference to
credit hours. It nieets 12:00 to new Physical Education Comfrom his members." The team
the players because all they
12:50 p.m. on Tuesdays,
ever see are host crowds. This
Thursdays and Fridays. Referdefinitely has an effect on their
ence Number is 20905.
play.
You may add this course
Tonight is UNI's last home
December 13th and 14th; or it
g-ame
1976. UNI will tr--y to
may be added in January when
break
their
three game skid
the new trimester begins. See
against
Ferris
State.
Dr. Prueske for more details.
Next
Wednesday
it will be
Advanced Traffic Safety
by Alan D. Gilbert
other activites. At the last
the Golden Eagles against
Education, which meets 6:30-9
When I first came to Home-Coming pep rally, the
Quincy at Quincy . From
p.m. on Tuesdays, is a 3 credit
Northeastern in the fall of men of AXE put on their own
Quincy the squad will travel
hour course which may be
1975. I was just your ordinary skit.
to Missour(for two games and
taken in January 1977 by
everyday transfer student. Not
a Christmas tournament.
A.X.E. is just a local
students interested in acquir- .
only did I want an education, i fraternity, and while we offer
The team1 needs ·some UNI
ing State of Illinois certifica• wanted to make some new not national organization or
support and encouragement so
tion£ or teaching Driver Edufriends because I had been fancy names, we do offer
come out and see· the Ferris
cation.
away from an environment of friendships that will last for
game tonight. ;
·
For more information con111111111111111111111111111111 11 111111111111111111111111111
this type for three years. It life and the 'one idea that is
tact Ms. Marjie Jennings, Mr.
- INVENTORY TAKERS §·
was during activity week that the' cornerstone for fraternities
James Smilgoff or Mr. Edward
I learned about Alpha Chi all over the world; and that
-§Weare seeking several persons§
Mueller in the Gym Office.
Epsilon (AXE) Fraternity. The
idea is brotherhood. If any of
~ for permanent part and full~
gentlemen who told me about
you people are interested in
§ time positions . Part time hours§
his fraternity stated the reason
joining Alpha Chi Epsilon, feel
§ are flexible with early morning§
why I should join A.X.E., and
free to drop us a line in care of
~ and evening hours most de-~
I made the decision to join and
§ sirable . High school gr11duates §
Northeastern Illinois Universibecome a brother.
~ with good working knowledge= .
ty . Remember, that's A.X.E .,
~ of sim pie math am ust.
It is now one year since I
UNI 's established fraternity
have joined A.X.E. , and now I
§
Apply at
founded in January of 1967.
top executive ranks of Ameram the proud holder of the
~
WASHINGTON
In closing, I promise that
ica's largest corporations, will
office of President of this
~ INVENTORY SERVICE
anyone who joins us will not
focus on current business
wonderful organization. In the
599 N . York Rd., Elmhurst
have to go through any bizzare
issues, business careers and
279-9098
year that I have been here,
pledging activities; especially
the executive manager's role in
ii11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
A.X.E. has helped at the blood
a Hell Weekend. Our initiation
risk taking and decision mak.............................. :
drives that Health Service has
will be orderly, and we want to
ing. All students are welcome.
sponsored, and we have acted
also make it a meaningful
Job workshops will be
as tour guides for Parent
experience.
offered (for Seniors only) in
Orientation, along with our
resume preparation and job
interview conduct. A special
program will deal specifically •
'
'.
•.
with women's roles in business
and job seeking problems.
Field trips will permit first
6137 N . Northwest Hwy.
hand observation of business
operation.
POCKET BILLIARDS - 3 CUSHION BILLIARDS - FOOSBALL
=.
ELECTRONIC GAMES - AIR HOCKEY - AND MORE
New brochures and pamphlets are being readied.
Present this ad or your UNI I.D. Card
Membership is open to all
For every hour you play, we'll give
students. For more informaan additional 30 minutes FREE! _
tion please contact the Business Management Office in ■•
DAILY
--·
OFFER EXPIRES
-•·;
I • OPEN
10A.M.-1 A.M.
•
•
DECEMBER 22
•
:
S-212-G.
why he came to Northeastern
Illinois University to get his
education he said because it
was most convenient transportation wise, it was a small,
friendly school, and because
friends of his were going to
school here.
He would like to become
a professional football player,
but he thinks he 's too small, so
he's not building his hopes up.
As to coaching pro-football,
the answer is a definite NO!
''I'm just there to play the
game" and has no interests in
coaching. He plays the game
with 100% effort every time
and never thinks about the'
technical aspects involved
which you need to know for

New courses
•

in

safety offered

The following new courses
are being offered in the winter
trimester from -the Physical
Education Department.
There are a few ope nings in Basic Skin Diving class
which meets in the pool at 2
p .m. on Mondays , Tuesdays
and Thursdays. Reference
Number for adding to your
program is 20681.
Prerequisite is Intermediate
Swimming, or 100 yards
continuous free style, or
consent of Tony Schimpf,
Instructor.
Safety Education, 3 credit
hours, is being taught by Dr.
Frank , Hostetler during the
January 1977 trimester. Class
meets at 9 a.m. on Tuesdays ,
Wednesdays and Fridays.
This course is highly recommended to all Elementary and
Secondary Education majors.
Consider adding this elective
to your program. Reference

B- Ball

AXE a UNI~£ounded
fraterllity

SAM strives for .
bridge to business world
by Ronald D. Weslow
The Students for Advancement of Management (SAM),
Northeastern's Business Club,
elected new executive ·officers
who outlined new programs for
the next trimester . Among
SAM 's functions are acquainting students. with the business
community and aiding students career goals through
leadership and decision making skills development. As
over one third of the students
have enrolled in business
courses since the degree program began last year, SAM's
expansion will serve the growing need for interaction between the Uni11ersity and the
business community.
Several new programs are
being prepared for the Winter
trimester. Monthly meetings
featuring speakers from the
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_Dear Boom-Boom,
When people frown it's really a
pity. So keep your smile. It's a
very pretty .
Love You,
Peg-Leg

free classified.s
lor'sale

FOR SALE: Acustic Research
turntable with Shure M95ED
stylus and cartridge. Turntable is
studio quality and the cartridge is .
only three months old . 99 dollars
call 764-4553. ask for Mitch

- -. ---- - - - - - - - - - HOUSE SALE:
9058 Ewing. Skokie. - Sat 9-6,
Sun 9-1
FOR SALE: '66 PLYMOUTH6 cyl . . . Basic Transportation_,
$75 457-0737.

wanted
ROOMMATE WANTED:
Looking for a roommate, to
share 4 rooms apartment. $75 per ·
month plus utilities, near Clark &
Devon. Cal! Mike Mon- Fri at
539-5992 between 3-4 :30 P.M.
MEDIA
INTERNSHIPS
WANTED :
Full- or half;time Interns at
WLS. WDAI, WTTW News ,
WBBM AM-FM-TV
If y·ou are interested, please see
Dr. R. J. Walker or pick up
application form from Gert Edelhei t, C618. 6 internships are
available.
·
Interviews will be held the first
week in January, which will give
you a chance to change your
program during 'the Drop-Add
iferi<'Jd'.f 'J!lflrJ . .o
WANTED:
A Chicago firm is looking for
several chemistry graduates .
Black and other minority persons
are prefered . Those interested
contact Dr. Harry Kiang in S-344
B (ext. 786) immediately.

lost U found
Found - I.
- Curtwright. If
please aovise
room 3-062, is

D. card for Shirley
anyone knows her,
Linguistics Dept.,
holding this card.

..
personals
To 'l r,-by Binga,
May we Binga together for
ever.
Binga Always
_ Lynnie _
Mr. B. B. Buns,
i know you love my sister but of
you think Bingaing is really the
way to show your affection?
Sincerely,
STUFFED NOSE Pa Pa Buns,
You have been awarded the
highest award in distributing
Bingas on Forest Glen. Love Paula
To Paul -the cafeteria cleaner-upper:
· Watching you bending over
tables in the cafeteria makes an
unexciting lunch break - exciting!
A watchful eye

KIM, DON, JUNE and TEDl)Y
MERRY CHRISTMAS · and
HAPPY NEW YEAR. Thanks for
being my friends. Thanks for all
the work you have done.
HELPFUL
SANDY, GAIL and ELLEN,
MERRY CHRISTMAS a·nd
HAPPY NEW YEAR. I believe
you are really good people and I
am proud to call you my friends .
DON
MAUREEN
HAPPY BIRTHDAY to a
lovely person. May you always be
happy. May you_ never be sad. I
hope this was the best birthday
you ever ha·d.
·
DON
RICH,
HELLO MAX! This is CHEIF
use.
plan 4F
WELL HELLO BOM-BOM,
This is your lucky day.
DEAR JEAN
I think your new hair style is
very becoming . Well, you're
beautiful anyway.
LINCOLN DUNCAN
DEAR LIBBY,
" And I dreamed I was dying. I
dreamed' of my soul rose unexpectedly and looking back down at
me, smiled reasurredly."
PAUL SIMON

Kathy, lol' buddy, ol' pal),
Happy Birthday to one of the
greatest friends a person cbuld ask
for. You ·re one-in-a-million, and
I value our friendship with hopes
of it lasting forever. Hope you find
fri ends!
Es
To the students, of Northeastern,
Tau Kappa Epsilon Would like
to wish everyone
very merry
Christmas and a Happy New Year.
Until next year. have fun .
- 'TKE -

a

Robert Redford,
You are·so faithful. I'm sorry for
Dear Jeanne, Adriana, Sue, Kerry, · being neglegent about personals.
Please keep it up because it
Cindy, La_ura, Karin, Kaylene,
motivates me.
Donna, and Marilyn,
Olivia
Congtatula_tions on becoming
sisters of Lambca Sigma Alpha .
Duke,
Y·o u went through a lot this
Start your new fresh. Sorry to
semester· and so did we. We hope
see you have to leave us like this. I
that sorority will have as much
adm_ire anyone who can take a job
meaning for you. as it does for us.
like President of Student GovernYour Sisters
ment.
\
Olivia
Desperat_e! !!
I need 4 eraduation ceremony
tickets for my out - of - town Doc,
Would you like to go tobagganfamily. If you have 'extra or know
anyone that does, please drop ing sometime? At least this is a
them off in the "Early Childhood compromise!
Olivia
Dept,·• Rm. 3040.
Than~s much, Kathy.
Patti,
When is the family (office)
To all the beautiful girls in school.
Christmas party?
I love you.
Olivia
sign

HNP
Good-Bye.
Joe

MARY,
I THINK YOUR ONE OF
MOSTBEAUT-IFBb-PB-RSONS I
KNOW HAPPY BIRTHDAY AND
A VERY MERRY CHRISTMAS
TO YOU AND THE FAMILY .
MUCH LOVE BRUCE
Nancy Drew,
Any mysteries to your new job,
like 'The Case of the Missing
Handbag·? Hang _in there!
Chief
J.B.,
Congr,i.tulations for being selected UNI's new Sarah Star. It
really must be an honor.
A friend
To my friends,
At least this year I've met some
real good 'i nteresting friends and
you are some . of them, Marty,
Marge, Gemi, Sharon, have a real
good Christmas and a Happy New
Year.
- PlutoniousSTATION WAGON 71:
I'm sure going to miss you. We
been seeing each other for a long
time. I hope we never part. My
heart belongs to you, and your
heart belongs to me. So, lets keep
it that way . . . (I ·LOVE YOU
ALWAYS) .
GREEN MAVERICK 72. [MR)
To a· wonderful guy:
I really enjoyed _the dance on
Sat. Nov. 20. But most important
being with you. You are · a
wonderful guy, sorry for Friday
night at the dance. Think about us
I a~ sure we ' can make it.
Love you -always .. .
sweet talk
HAROLD R:
Y o'u have become a POSITIVE
ADDICTION in my life and June
18 may very well be a reality
instead of a dream.
Frankie

TO: TABATHA & MICHELE,
YOU ARE MY FA VO RITE
NIECE . CRAIG JS M FAVORITA NEPHEW. SO, WHAT
HAVE YOU BEEN DOING.
HA VE YOU BEEN HELPING
YOUR MOTHER? WHAT SANTA CLAUS GOING TO GET
YOU FOR CHRISTMAS? HA VE
YOU BEEN GOOD? IF YOU
. DIDN"T YOU WON'T GET
NOTHING FROM ME .
[FROM AUNT DEBBIE)

Brent,
You want to know what else I'm
good at. Nudge nudge, wink wink .
.. On Dec. 19 at 8 p.m. you g"flt to
hear me sing all by my lonesome.
Olivia

PIC,
· rl'm teally proud of you. _We all
have total faith in you. Remember,
"I do 'declare there were times Pie,
Congratulations first wo'men
when I was so lonesome I took
President! I have confidence in
comfort there."
PAUL SIMON _you that you can do a good job.
Jan
BRENT,
I'm concerned about your To _a Concerned Drunk:
I look forward to seeing you too.
drinking habits. Water can be a
Even though I'll see you before
killer,
·
ROGER DALTRY Christmas - Have a good one!
We all must. c~lPJ:,rc1t-':' thP. sp,ason
some night.
PATTI,
See you around
I'm happy for you even though
Pan Inn Libby
you ' ve taken yourself out of
circulation.
THE PHANTOM Bobby [bass clarinet],
I wish the best of luck to you
To the giri who works. at Jewel while you're student teaching and
I'll miss not having you in school.
Belmont & Leclaire,
Do you want to go to the dance I'll never forget our first evening
with me. I want to get to know tennis game together and our first
you. The dance is on Frid~y 10, pan pizza and the first personal I
8:00 P.M . Please say yes · when I wrote to you. It's been great Bob,
may it continue.
ask _you.
Love,
sign
pie
Your Friend
Jimmie,
Love is teaching each ·other
something new;
Love is making every day a special
dream come true,
And I love being with you.
All My Love
As Is
Bootie
Dear Es,
Congratulations on your
getting out of here_ I wish
-me. I hope your out of town
can go to the ceremony -

finally
it was
family
Ha!

- K.H. Dear Joe [SJ,
Thanks for the personal. I
figured I would get this in ,
because -next term I won't have
any friends to write to. I hope you
have a nice day(s).
-Kathy

Paul Simon,
_ You say "All lies in jest . . "
the problem is just how to
separate truth from jest.
Woody Allen
Dear Dave, Jim, Larry, and John,
Well we survived stats! Now for
the bonfire! All kidding aside, I
don't know if I could have done it
without all of you putting up with
my anxiousness and sudden bursts·
of verbal energy following exams.
It's been great knowing all of you
and sharing ,i.lmost-ulcers. Maybe
we could all get together someday
--over Gooseberry Pie!
Yours in Chi-Square,
Esther

DEAR OLIVIA,
Since this is the last issue of
PHI NT I must wish you a Happy
Birthday now . _Dec. 25. you must
he GOD.
ROBERT REDFORD

TO SOMEONE I KNOW
I did a little research and found
that Billy Joel sings the Piano
Man . Interesting lyrics. Tell me
who you are. NOW .
ROBERT REDFORD
PAN INN LIBBY,
I made it home Friday without
getting mangled. It's just putting
-it off you know. See you next
trimester.
A CONCERNED DRUNK
KARIN
I · , hope the hrududu is well ·
tuned. By the way, when do you
need my certificate of good health?
LORD JIM
NANCY DREW
I fear you might have something else to put around my neck!
FAST BUCK
SMOKEY,
Thanks for your help last
Saturday night. I really appreciate
it.
FIVER
On open sea outside of my
porthole,
My eyes came upon a wild
savortno,
He roared and growled ~ith wild
intent,
Surely a species of tropical kent!
ADONIS, INC. Copyright 1976
JD/DP
Dear Mychele,
I believe that we will last
through all .. So don 't ever give 1
up because I won't!
~
·
Love Jae Cousteau
alone on a mountain,
sleeping iq a tent,
I was awakened by a noise
so outside I went,
I searched all night
to pick up the scent,
but I couldn't find that fekkin
kent!!!
Pierre;
Got a mi-n ute?
I ' m not the only one with
knobby knees
T.K.
Dear Jimmy-to:
Are you ready to travel? I know
you are. I wish you the most
wonderful vacations and Christmas in P.R. But ... Please don't
stay, because you know that I am
going to ·miss you.
LOVE ALWAYS
SECRET LOVER
Dear Madeline, Margarita:
I hope you two enjoy your
vacations in P .R. "Don't eat too
much morsilla, pasteles" and bring
me some. I am going to · miss you.
"Please hurry back."
Your friend,
Lucy
CLASSMATES:
It was a pleasure being together
in this trimester; 9-12 1976 LUCY OCASIO
JIMMY-TO RONDA
MARGARITA DEL VALLE
Always, MADELINE RONDA
Dear Carol R,
Have a great 19th Birthday
(12/11/76).

Paul Simon,
Sing a little song & give me a
demonstration.
Melissa Manchester

Don't get too wasted.
Love,
Eileen, Barb, Judi, Donna, Kim
RuthAnn, Debbie and Ann

.. ..I ,j
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Gymnasts ]have good
. 1~
. \ Jirst
~s h owing
meet
· On Floor Ex'ercise, Bessie
by Lynn Hitchcock ·
The Women's Beginning Kouchoukos led; followed by
Gymnastics Squad got off to a Jan Nerovich an4 Mimi Keefe.
fine start in their first meet. The girls also swept Uneven
The team consists of · Linda Parallel Bars. Kathy Pumpkin,
Fields; Joyce Furczyke, Bea Jan Nerovich, an~ Mimi Keefe
Geraci. Sandy Ichovits. Mimi are to be congradulated for
\ . Keefe, Kathy Kori! (Pumpkin), this. On Balance Seam, we had
Bessie Kouchoukos, and Jan even another w\inner, that
erovich (Spoons), and coached being Jan Nerovice, who was
followed by Kathy Pumpkin
by Betty Meyer (Barn-Barn).
and Bessie Douchoukos. Un·
They swept almost ~ll events
fortunately, they tere not able
last Thursday when they
to sweep Vaultin~, · but came
hosted Mundelein.

I

close. Jan Nerovich took a first
and Bessi~ Kouchoukos a
second. ·The team succeeded in
taking the all-around. Jan
Nerovich took a first, Bessie
Kouchoukos a · second and
Mimi Keefe a third. The
all-around score is ob~ined by
adding t.p the. girls' scores
from each of the four events.
The final score of ti-Vs meet
was Northeastern 80.45, Mundelein College 63.35. 1
On Friday, , Dec. ~rd the

team had an unfortunate lo~s UNI~•tudent faces at our next
to Oakton College. On Uneven home meet Jan. 10. It is a tri
Parallel Bars Kathy Pumpkin meet gainst DuPage College
took a fourth. In Vaulting and ayfair.
'
Mimi Keefe took a fifth. The
UN also has an Intermedigirls bounced back to take first ate-Acilvanced . Squad. The
a~d second in Balance Beam. team \members are , Cathy
Bessie and Jan were responsi- Ciucci ICHOOCH) Sr., Colleen
ble. They also upset Oakton in Flaherty ~r., Gloria Feliciano
the floor excitement by taking · Sr., Lynn Hitchcock Soph.,
a first and second. "Spoons" and M~ria Pershing (Murph)
took a first and Bessie a Sr. If Lynn does not move up
second. Most important of all to the Apvanced level, she will
Jan Nerovich was #1 in the be defending her State Title in
all around. UNI took a · hard Vaulting', The other girls were
loss to OCC with the final Beginner's last year and are
score being OCC 74.25. UNI moving ~p to Optional compe70.5.
tition. We hope to see a fine
The teams' next meet is performap.ce out of both teams
Friday December 10 at Wau- this year;
j
bonsee. We hope to see more
I

I

r
I

I

Dear Judy,
Oh what a pity, the trimester is
about to end. Let me just say that
I couldn't have made it without
you. Looking forward to the
Holidays mit you.; Take care
babe, you're sweet, wonderful and
kind.
Love love,
Bobby [Bass Clarinet)

and Buuula?? They Haven't
/
. forgotten you.
!

---------t-------

Baby Dee,
l .
·
Will I get my 50 (rlo win) tickets
from the baby contest I had on
1
you refunded?
,
The Mex

--------- L----why wasn't Elis tjasey shot at
~n up Monday motr ning? __ _

TO ANNE, NINA, STEVE, STEVE,
CAROL, HENRY, JACKIE,
CHERYL, RENATA, MARY,
WAYNE, DEBBIE, KAREN, DON!'iA_,_KLEIN,
HA VE A HOLLY JOLLY
CHRISTMAS ...
LOVE,
lucy and debbi

i

BRENT:
Thank you again.

I·

Childrens Theater People, Thank
You for the most enjoyable runs of
a show I have evet been in.
Bob [Ed]

C.J.

I

!

Sue K.:
You've been a gre t lab partner,
and a nice person t~ know, Good
Luck in the future and Congratu.
I
1at1ons.
i
/ Ann
1

To the Rusty
my friends at
Thanks for
birthday my
ever!!

Nail Crowd and all
Northeastern;
making my 19th
greatest birthday
Love,
Lucy Petrone

Olivia, Brent Julie, Jimmy, Doc,
Ann, Duke, Carol Jean, Jeanni,
Judy Patt,
Ma-y your Ho1idays be filled
with joy and happiness. Have a
super fantastic .Christmas and a
safe and prosperous New Year.
Love ya's all,
Bobby [Bass Clarinet]
DEAR SANTA:
I've been a very good girl. I
hope ·you will deliver the Christ·
mas present you promised. Looking forward . to unwrapping and
playing with it. Ho Ho Ho!
Cold Floor
Merry
, Christmas Lorene. Bob.

------- \ ----- , -

Dolora, have a good Christmas
and a happy New Year. I'll think
of you while Mary and I are in
Massachusettes.
Bob.
Mary, BUT I DON'T WANT TO
GO TO TlfE DOCTOR .. .
Pam F. I don't have the courage
to tell you this· face to face, but I
think that things have gone as far
as they will go. Lets end i.t now.
Hopefully still friends.
Mike A.

Lou:$
It seems like 'only yesterday
that we· first sta!\ted listening to
the story of the qiinerals. Will be
ever able to prove to the world
that thin sectons really can grow
silia? Remember people who talk
to themselves aren't bad, but
when they talk to a room full of
nobody well . . .
Diane:
You brighten up my day. Thank
you for being you and always stay
real.
-The Blond-haired, Blue-eued
Wonder
Chateaubriand:
It's down to the wire, three
months pass quickly, I don't think
either one of us made it. Have a
very nice Christmas, and don't eat
any Christmas cookies!
Snails

i

------ , ---

j_

---

Mary Kay,
I
If I don 't see you by/ the time
the semester is over, haye a good
Christmas and a happy *ew Year.
Enjoy yourself in Fran~e. Learn
things!
/
Bob.
I

---------- ~ ---Pauline,
/
You have shown me/ in a way
which you may not even realise
what a good, unique, atjd valuable
person you are to me. /
Bob
.
/

----------r . ---

To: Maria, Pinya, RodQey, Robert,
Sidney, Moses, Renee, /cesar, Tom
Anna....[L,ar.r.v.],. ill the teenager,
Connie, Pat David, Mi\is Johnson,
Debbie, Dawn, Le~, Sammy,
Francine, Larry in th~ gameroom,
Wanda and myself.
I wish you all; a Merry
Christmas and a Happy New Year
{DEBBIE R.]
Moses,
U r the star on the vollelyball
team. I think u r a good player. I
notice sometimes u, b on my team.
And do i ever get nervous.
[THE TAI,.L GIRL)

NEGRO,
Thank you for remebering me
while I was away. Thinking of you
always.
Love ya!
NEGRA
D.J.
I still think we shouid have done
it on football!!!
Ace Photographer

Terri;··,. .
Did •' you really knockout that
guy in the corner at Sara's party?
.
.
Th~ Mex ,'
Renee [Cherrie], Have you forgotten about Joose

Dear Cesar,
11·~ about lime vou played with

I

all right. You can always call.
LUKE
TO BO BO AND DO DO,
Do you blow bubbles or do
bubbles blow.
MY FRIENDS,
Well the semesters over with
and I won 't be seeing some of you
until next semester so have a
Merry Chirstmas and a Happy
New Year. The semester has been
fun its been nice to know you. So
take care of yoursel.:.es and I 'II see
you next year.
MARTY [BMOC]
PaPo:
Just to tell you ... "I always
miss you.
Nory

HAPPY HOLIDAYS from the ,
/ staff of WZRD. Spend some time
with us at 88.3 FM. We'll be on
du~ing the entire break.
The WiZaRDs
Doug P.
Hope your scheduling for the
break doesn't give you an ulcer.
We'll be listening, so keep the
turntables spinning.
Diane & Annette
GEORGE

AND BETH
A WEDDING!
CONGRATULATIONS
FROM BRUCE AND THE
MEMBERS OF PROLOGUE

OLIVIA,
Ahhhhhhhhhh!
DJS

To Anna, Elena, Judy, Lillian,
Lupita, Margie, and Maria.
FELIZ NAVIDADES
"S"

To Linda: the girl with no bra,
Have you ever heard of the
invention of the bra??? Girl, 'cause·
you sure need one and right
away!!
The Invisible G.'s

Friends,
Are those seldom seen,
Fronted in actions or in dreams,
Could it be that' ~f a winter green,
Like that. they planned their
dirty scemes.
·
Confused in actions in what
they mean.
Come on now, why are you so
mean.
confused Plutonious

To "La Presidenta" of the Italian
Club,
You still haven't shown me your
other Northeastern T-Shirt, I'm
still waiting to see it.
Hee

us! But, we didn't think \you were
THAT bad!! If you want to play
pool again with us y<)u better
improve and QµICK!! !
Your main PRO-pool partners
Wanda
. I , Debbie
j Maria
P.S. Renee, why didn't ru play,
too??

My Darling Peter:
Will we ever find romance and
marry'! When will our desire for
ecstasy come true? Will Harold
ever return? Will Dr. Fox ever
give me a complete physical?
Peter, I know that time is short,
but we must hang in there. We are
bound to find happiness very soon.
·Love,
\
Phyllis
Natalie and Carol:
Thanks for · becoming actively
involved, it will be appreciated by
all future student teachers!
MIKE [OL' CANADIAN):
Well. you're finaily graduating!
We wish ya the best of luck in the
future as a graduate student at
UNI. (You lucky duck).
Love ya,
Gardner and the Regular
Caf~teria Group
DEAR INFATUATED,
WHAT BALLPARK
YOU PITCHING IN?

ARE

PEARL,
Don 't worry. It's all gonna be

OLIVIA ·
Yes, it is I. the one who admires
you for a lot more than just your
ability to sing that 'high B flat.
DJS
OLIVIA,
I think I'm falling in love.
Thanks!!!
[NO SIGNATURE, PLEASE]

To Besthida meet me at the Beer
Bash Friday.
Nelson
TANYA,
HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO YOU
HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO YOU
HAPPY
BIRTHDAY TO
TANYA
HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO YOU
LOVE BRUCE
LARRY BRITTAN:
Wartt ' to wish you a happy
birthday (Dec. 29). Even· though
it's a little early, I didn't want you
to think l'd forget ·your birthday.
You're a good friend and I'm glad
I ·ve come to know you.
Sp!lghetti dinner
Dear Always Embarrassed,
l 've had a great time with you
the last two Fridays. It would
have been better if you brought
thP picture because I brought the
bag. Even though ~ou forgot the

picture it (lidn't matter I still had
a great tii:ne.
I.Q. 89

i

To Tom, J
You ar& a nice person so just
forget wh11t I wrote before. I'm .
sorry, I didn't mean to scare you
away. P!Jase, may we still be
friends?
[ym,i think) you know who!!!

I

- - - - I, - Bobl>y [B~ss Clarinet]:
You doiji't have to feel obligated
to her fr iends . We love· you
anyway. /
)
'
Judy !(nows who
I
;
---------------

Marty, t
How rriany times do we bave to
tell that /we love you before you 'II
believe tis?
Your Harem

--- :-----------

To Mr. ,Rum and Coke:
I hope you decide to get in
touch ith me som.etime.
Signed,
Understanding

vf

--- r' ----------Roland,
The i erm is almost over, it was
fun in history. Maybe in January
(since it's so cold then) you could
!park ,our Pinto next to mine and
they could keep each other wamr! !
Miss Pinto
Congratulations to Mr. Steve
Xanos for his recent three day
appearance to Northeastern last
week.
Gerney,
You get thumbs up from Casey
and myself for your effort in
trying to-get the Black Bat for the
Cross Country team.
Hee
Dave [Twinkie- Boy).
Where were you last Saturday
night? That excuse about you
being sick is no good. so you are
fined $10.00.
The Mex
Black Superman,
I'm still waiting for a picture o(
you and your muscular legs.
· Someone in Colorado
Earth Science friend,
When do I get to kiss your
"Blarny Stones"??? They 're gems
for sure!!
Pizzaeater,
H\IPPY Dec. 7th! Commemorating P,earl Harbor and us. The year
has been really beautiful.
Pumpkin

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - ·.

.

P.S. Charlie says she's enjoyed
your coming over as much as me. I
somehow doubt that.
· •
W eegie, May 8th will be the most
beautiful day! I love you so much.
- 33-58-22-143 .. With love from your
were-Ilama forever. (What does the ·
W stand for?)
, ·i,.,

5

~. ~

fl
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lcenten defeat

WIU 6-5
by John Stepal
Last year our Ice Eagles
finished in second place . in
their conference, mainly because of their inability to beat
archrival Western Illinois. The
outcomes of last year's games
with Western found Northern
on the short e nd of two
one0 goal decisions . Earlier this
year, UNI gave Western a
dose of their own medicine,
outlasting them by a 4-3 score:
This re sult made the two
teams' next encounter even
more important, as the victor
would be in commanding
position atop the conference.
The aforementioned game
was played last Sunday _at
Skokie before a rather disappointing crowd , considering
the importance of the game.
The hotly contested battle was
won by the Eagles 6-5, as Mike
Setze scored two goals and
Mike Romito stopped 45 shots ,
several
of which came in the.
.
last few minutes of the game.
The victory boosted Northel!,stern's record to 5-3, 3-1 in
conference play. Two wins over

Northern Illinois will assure
UNI of the conference crown.
The Eagles took an early .
lead , as -Rick Hart beat
Western's goalie at 1:59. Both
teams had good chances to
score, but nobody was able to
dent the net until 19:25, when
Romito was screened on a ,
nonetheless excellent slap shot
by a Western wing. This
seemed a spark to Western,
and they came out smoking in
the early part of the second
p eriod, putting continuous
pressure on the Eagles. Northeastern 's inability to clear the
puck proved costly as Western
took a · 2-1 lead at 325 . Thenature of the goal wasn 't
exactly piduresque, either, as
both teams were piled up in
front of the home team's net.
The goal seemed to awaken
the Eagles, though, and they
tied the score fifteen seconds
later as Bob Hessberger
knocked in a rebound. This
tally also marked the first of
Bob Wiedman's three assists.
UNI wasn't through, however,
and less than three minutes
later Wiedman fed Setze with

Heavy checking ensues in Ice Eagles game against WIU. [Photo by Ann F. Holda}

a beautiful pass up the slot,
and Mike put it home.
Western came right back,
however, and scored on a 2 on
1. It was readily apparent that
the Eagles missed their st'ar
defenseman Al Blitstein, who
separated his shoulder in last
week's victory over Bradley. If
not for the_ fine play of
Romito, the score might have
been much different, as the
Western forwards continuously maneuvered around · our
defensemen.
Any shortcoming on our
team was more than compensated for by the Eagles' high
scoring line consisting of Setze
and Emil Twardowski at

wings, and Dave Starzinski at
center. Once again the man of
the hour -was Setze, · as he
scored at 10:26 to give the
Eagles 4-3 lead , then set up
Twardowski with an excellent
pass to increase that lead.
No more scoring was done in
the second stanza, but at 6:47
of the final one Dennis Soboj
stole the puck and scored an
unassisted goal to make the
score 6-3, which ' seemed like a
pretty comfortable lead at the
time. However, the goal was
one of only four UNI shots ·
this period, as Western went
all out and almost tied the
game.
At 16:06 they tallied with a

a

power play goal and just 26
seconds later came back with a
disputed goal which Romito
stopped, but not before it
crossed the red line. At least
that's what the officials claimed The Eagles managed to
hold off the visitors, however,
and took over sole possession
of first place. It's interesting
to note that UNI was outshot
by a 50-33 margin.
Northeastern' s next home
game is a week from this
Sunday, December 19, against
Morraine Valley. This is the
Eagles' last home game until
mid-January, so don't waste
your chance to see a first place
team in action.

B-ball Eagles drop two;
p lay again tonight
by Gary Staniec
The Northeastern Golden
Eagles dropped two games last
weekend. Friday night Coach
Doug De Vincent and his team
were dropped by St. Joseph 's
of Rensselaer 95-77. Saturday
night it was Lakeland defeating us in a well fought contest
86-82.
The St. Joseph game proved
to be too much for the Golden
Eagles. After traveling all
afternoon in last week 's big
snowstorm the team ran into a
big fast St. Joseph 's club. We
were flat was De Vincent's
Appraisal of the game. UNI
displayed no inside game and
the St. Joseph 's zone proved
effective when it was coupled
by our poor outside shooting.
St. Joseph 's was · a regional
contender in the ·NCAA Division II playoffs last year. On
the other hand UNI was a
District 20 N AIA contender

last season.
Leading the way for UNI
was Sam Clark with 20 points
and ten rebounds. Bobby
Beckham added 19 points. The
scoring dropped off to Brad
Davis with 11 points.
The Lakeland game was a
different story. The game was
played in Sheboygan, Wis.,
and was phe second meet
between the two teams this
year. Last time UNI won
easily 94 to 84 but the Muskies
from Sheboygan had different
intentions this time.
UNI went straight to the
middle. The first ten minutes
were a carry over from St.
Joseph . We were flat and
things weren't happening, because of our lack of experience
guard Bobby Beckham was
forced to start at forward.
,Northeastern was down 17
points midway in the 1st half.
The team woke up and cut the

joCk shorts
by Gary Staniec .,
-Basketball game tonight
against Ferris State. Tip off ~
time is 7:30 in UNI gym.
-Home hockey game verses
Morraine Valley , December 19
at 3: 15 at the Ska ti um, located

at Church and Bronx roads in
Skokie.
-Sports Writers are needed
for the Winter trimester,
contact John Stepal or come to
the Print Office, E-049.

Lakeland lead to 42-41 by
halftime.
The second half saw some
extremely poor officiating.
Every time we would do
something good the officials
would do something bad. The
final was 86-82 Lakeland.
UNI swimmers and their competitors take off in last week's meet.
Tyrone Rytues led UNI with
[Photo by Carol J ean Zalatoris} 23 points and a tough 14
rebounds. Sam Clark came up
with 18 points and 7 rebounds.
Bobby Beckham and George
Shimko added 15 points and
10 points respectively .
by John Stepal
t!on in possibly six _eyents.
Coach De Vincent feels that
Northeastern dropped their
However, Coach Schimpf is
the team has to work on second swim meet of the
not expecting a sparkling execution. We are an extremely season last Friday, as they fell
win-loss record this year ,
small · quick team and if we to Northern Illinois by an
partly because of Northexpect to win ball games we 83-29 score. The loss was not
eastern 's touch schedule, and
must do the things we do best. really unexpected, however, as
also for the same reason as last
This year UNI has 18 away the Husies have one of the
year - ~ lack 'of depth of
games and 9 home games. The . strongest teams in the state.
swimmers.
reason for this lopsided margin To illustrate just ho_w good
The Eagles are in a conferis because other schools won 't
they are, UNI could only win
ence with Rockford, George
play in our poor faci'lities.
one event, that being Steve
Williams, IIT , Chicago Circle,
[cont'd on _page 13}
Banach's victory in the 50yd.
and the University of Chicago.
freestyle. The Eagles' talented
Their next home meet is not
freshman, Jeff Jarr, broke a
until after the winter break,
team record in the 1000 yd.
occurring on Jan u ary 18
freestyle - and still finished
against North Park . Three
second in that event.
days later they must contend
According to Coach Tony
with Circle here, also. If you
Schimpf, Jarr and Banach will
would like to join the swim
be two bright spots in an
team, see Coach Schimpf. If
otherwise rebuilding year.
not, come to a meet, as home
Jarr, who went to Amos · attendance so far has been
-Congratulations to the Alonzo Stagg, won three
rather dismal. Sometimes
1976 table tennis champions, events in t~e North Central
crowd support means the
first place - Gary Malan, meet, and Banach, who is just
difference between a winning
second place - Steve Flowers, a sophomore, together could
and a losing team. If that's the
and third place Carol qualify for national competiton
case here, small wonder we're
Nowak.
qualify for national competi0-2.

Swimmers lose
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